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as newest Lovej oy Fellow
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yiilliatnRaspberry speaks at a reception Friday in the Page Commons Room before giving the annual
il: L
' ovejoy Convocation Address in Lorimer Chapel.

tined for a life of violence.
Raspberry then mentioned die
ASST.BUSINYESSMANAGER
second article and described how it
brought hope to the people, showing
Does the media concentrate on the
them that there is a way to dean up
What
role
will
newsnegative news?
the
city. Raspberry claims that
century?
What
in
the
21st
papers play
although
the media must print the
media
have
in
the
politrole does the
negative news, they should look
ical world? Should the media effect
harder for positive stories as well.
sodety? Top journalists answered all
Storin, Lipinski, and Pederson
of these questions Friday.
focused on how the media , covers
Colby held its annual Lovejoy
politics. With topics ranging from
Convocation on Friday. For the past
47 years, Colby has honored a jour- ly, important events often go unre- Jesse Ventura to Watergate, many
nalist, whom they consider to live up ported because they are not contro- issues were brought up in the panel
to Elijah Parish Lovejoy . legacy. A versial. While he defended the discussion. The journalists agreed
Colby graduate, Lovejoy is consid- media, claiming that controversy is that it is the media's duty to cover
ered to be one of the first martyrs to news and that is often what the pub- politics, but in recent years, public
interest in politics has waned.
the freedom of the press.
lic wants to read, he admitted that
According to Lipinski, in recent
was
given
to
This year the award
sometimes the media overlooks the
years
the trend has been for journala
columnist
for
William Raspberry,
good.
ists to express opinion as fact ,
the WashingtonPost, whose column
He went on to explain that he feels Because the public looks
at all media
is nationally syndicated. To celebrate
the
media should have a good impact as the same, they
feel that all the
the event, a panel discussion was
held in the Robins Room of Robert's on society. He gave an example of newspapers have less credibility,hot
Union. In attendance were Ann two stories centering on Northeast just the ones,who made the mistakes.
Marie Lipinski, managing editor for Washington D.C, one of the poorest A question was also raised about the
the Chicago Tribune, and Matthew V. sections in the city. One article was a public's increasing boredom with
Storin, editor of the Boston Globe, two part series describing two boys' newspapers. According to Storin,
and Rena Pederson of the Dallas transformation from ordinary chil- because there is no real crisis occurdren to killers. The other highlighted ring, people are just not as interested
Morning News.
The three top editors explained a group of people, who fought in politics.
Although public interest is wanwhat they believed the media's role against the drugs, violence, and
in the 20th century would be and poverty in their neighborhood. ing, both Storin and Lipinski agree
then answered student, faculty, and Although the people were surround- that the media will continue to cover
Waterville citizen's questions. Later ed by despair, they tried to build a politics because it is their duty as
in the day, Raspberry gave a speech, community. Both articles printed journalists. They hope that with the
in which he discussed various topics facts. But only one provided inspira- rise of third party candidates,such as
concerning how the media covers the tion, while the other criticized.
Ventura, that public interest will be
He claimed it is already apparent sparked. All in all Pederson, Storin,
news.
Raspberry, Storin, Lipinski, and Northeast D.C. is full of crime and LipLnski, and Raspberry believe that
Pederson discussed their concerns hatred. Although interesting, the arti- although die media needsto improve
with the way the media impacts the cle portraying the two boys was not its coverage of the news, it is doing a
ptiblic. In his speech, Raspberry beneficial. In fact, supposedly after good job and will continue to do so
explained how the media often con- the article was printed, a youth orga- into the 21st century. The press has
nization in the inner city lost much of always and will continue to have a
centrates on the negative news.
According to Raspberry, journal- its support because people felt it was major impact on the political world
ists love controversy and consequent- hopeless and the children were des- and society in general.

Raspberry claims
that alt hou gh the
media must print
the negative news ,
they should look
harder for positive
stories as well.

Confusion reigns m/^ BBA^^s^o^
By MEGHANN FOYE
NEWS EDITOR

Confusion and debate in
the past year over multicultural affairs has proven that it is
not a black and white issue. In
a recommendation from the
task force on race and racism,
members supported the creation of a racial minority
affairs representative. In
spring meetings of Presidents'
council - however the position
of the Pugh Center Alliance
representative was created to
give voice to members of the
Colby community who were
supposedly being overlooked.
Currently Presidents' Council

is wrestling to define the
issues of the Pugh Center and
issues of minority affairs.
This separation has become
increasingly convoluted with
the role of the Pugh Center
Alliance representative.
Kenya Sanders '00, is the
current PCA representative,
and was a member of last
spring's task force on race and
racism. In an effort to attain a
vote at Presidents' Council,
she collected over 200 votes to
create a referendum to students to grant her the right.
A t a Nov. 9 meeting, however Jeffery Bears, president of
Mary Low moved to repeal
the extended invitation tp the
PCA rep to sit on Presidents'

Council. According to minutes
of the meeting, "By-laws 99-03
and 99-04 would be repealed.
These by-laws grant the PCA
representative to a permanent
invitation and give the rep a
right to make motions.
Motion two at the Nov. 9
meeting would replace the Bylaws with a new By-law instituting the PCA representative
as a formal chair. This chair
would attend all meetings of
Presidents' Council, all SGA
Executive Board meetings,
and provide a formal report at
Presidents' Council meetings.
According to the SGA constitution, this chair would not
have the power to vote or
introduce motions.

b_ii___&§iM Consipra cy theorist offers alternative theories on JFK assassination
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See PCA, continued on page 5

KELLY MARTIN / THE COLBY ECHO

Dorm presidents debate whether or not to allow the PCA representative to become
a voting member of Presidents' Council.

Lone speaker delive rs direct hit

MAYHEM:

MP3'S:

Who should decide the
PCA representative's role in
Student Activities? According
to Kenya Sanders '00, the current PCA representative, it
should be up to the members
of the Pugh Center to determine the functions of the PCA
rep.
"Whatever direction the
PCA rep goes, it should be initiated by the PCA, not SGA,"
Sanders said.
However, other members of
SGA, such as SGA President
Benjamin Humphreys stated
otherwise at the Nov. 9 meeting of Presidents' Council.
'Tt is not the job of the Pugh
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By J ONATHA N
SILBERSTEI N-LOEB

shown to the public until 1975, 12
years after the assassination, but
contained the best footage of the
ASST. NEWS EDITOR
actual murder.
The greatest controversy over
Watching slow motion video
the
assassination in Gordon's mind
tape of John F. Kennedy's assassinawas
not so much th e num ber of
tion, his head exploding all over
shots
that were f ired , but from
Jacqueline Kennedy's pink dre ss,
where
those shots came, Gordon
may not be the first choice on peo, the footage from th e
played
ple's list of things to do on a
Zapruder
film in slow mot ion an d
Thursday night. Nonetheless, the
intensel
h
igh resolut ion to show
y
turnout for Dr. Jack Gordon's lecthe
audience
where the bullets hit
ture on the JFK assassination was
Kenne
d
y
an
d
the or der in wh ich
tremendous.
they
were
fired.
Gor don, coined "America's foremost consp iracy theor ist," present- - Gordon also referred to the meded his theories on the events sur- ical records from the exam iners at
rounding the John F. Kennedy Parkland Hospital in Dallas, where
Assass i nation in the Page Kenned y was first taken, and then
those from Bethesda Naval Medical
Commons Room on Nov. 11,
Center,
Gordon pointed out the
A graduate of Hamilton College,
reports
from
these two hospitals
Gordon has devoted himself to the
were
in
direct
contradiction.
research of political assassinations
One of the bullets that hit
and has served as an advisor to varKenned
y went through his neck,
ious committees and TV programs
leaving
two holes, The hole on his
that discuss political assassination.
back
was
six inches down from his
"Dr, Jack Gordon gave an intercollar
,
the
other hole in his Adam's
esting and convincing lecture," sa id
apple,
CaMn McDonald '03,
Doctors at Parkland concluded
(Gordon began his lecture by
the
wound In Kennedy's Adam 's
showing segments of film taken by
wound and the
apple
witnesses of the assassination , The ¦woundwas the entry
in the back of his neck, the
most important of these films
the president
claimed Gordon, was that taken by exit wound, implying
had been shot frdm me front.
Abraham Zapruder. Zapruder was
however, reported the
standing on a concrete monument Bethesda,
' ;,They claimed the
exncf,
.opposite.
om the now-famous grassy knoll,
entry wound, was in the. b«& and
filming the presidential motorcade
that the bullet had exited through
¦
.
. ... ¦< s , .
as it passed, .
president's Adam'¦¦s applo ,
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THE GREATEST
CONTROVERSY OVER
THE ASSASSINATION IN
GORDON'S MIND WAS
NOT SO MUCH THE
NUMBER OF SHOTS
THAT WERE FIRED;
BUT FROM WHERE
THOSE SHOTS CAME.
Dr, J ack Cordon

COMMUNICATIONS

Gordon was quick to point out
that if Bethesda was right, and the
president had been shot from
behind, the bullet would have had
to been shot at an upward trajectory. The assassin could have only
done this from a manhole cover in
the street If this was the case, then
Oswald, who was allegedly
perched in the sixth floor of the
School Book Depository building,
must have had an accomplice, If
not , then , he could not have been in
the Depository.
There was a minimum of three
shots to tho president said Gordon:
one in the throat, the other in the
back, artid the other In the head. The
origin of the shot to the head Is also
debated, Government reports claim
the bullet entered through the rear

" ' 7 - 7 y -r - *rfr . \y ^ ^y

of the president's head, This claim
supports the allegations brought
against Oswald. Other evidence
shows that the president was, shot
in the r ight , front portion of his
head and that the bullet exited
through the rear of his skull.
In the Zapruder film it appeared
as though the shot came from the
front, Moreover, directly after the
shot to the head, Jacqueline
Kennedy turned around and
reached on to die rear of the car, She
appears to grab something in. a
, '*
sweeping motion,
Based on the bloodstains on the
first lady's gloves and her testimony, Gordon speculates that the first
lady was scooping up fragment* of
the president's skull from the rear
of the car and then pressing therit
against his head¦ to stop , ihe bleed. ". b .
b, "' ' ¦; * : Y'' ' . ',vb .'7i,;t ,. ; ,
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The Colby Echo is a weekly newspaper published by the students of Colby
College on Thursday of each week the College is in session.
Letters
The Echo encouragesletters from its readers, especially those within the
immediate community.Letters should not exceed 400 words and must pertain to
a current issue or topic at Colby. Letters are due by Sunday at midnight for publication the same week. Letters should be typed and must be signed and include
an address or phone number. The Echo will not, under any drcumstances, print
an unsigned letter.
If possible, please submit letters in Microsoft Word or text format either on
3.5" disk or via e-mail at echo@colby„du. The Echo reserves the right to edit all
submissions.
EorroiUALS
The Editorials are the official opinion of the paper. Opinions expressed in the
individual columns, advertising and features are those of the author/not of the
Echo.
Contact Us
For information on publication dates or to contact us about submitting an
article, please call us at (207)872-3349 or x3349 on campus.
For questions about advertising and business issues, please call
(207)87203786, e-mail echoads@colby.edii, or fax (207)872-3555.

echo@colby.edu
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Off the Hill
Admission Director

steals papers

Skidmore College
Saratoga Springs, NY
Admissions Director Mary Lou
Bates removed approximately
1200 missing copies of The
Skidmore News from Case Center
racks early on Monday. The issue
featured a cover story on
Skidmore's reaction to possible
hate crimes that have occurred on
campus, as well as an editorial
written by Managing Editor
Curtis Morrow called, "12
Reasons to go to . a Community
College." Bates apologized for her
decision to remove the papers in a
letter to the community on
Thursday.
"My motivation in removing
what I deemed to be potentially
offensive material in no way
reflected an intent to censor or
inhibit the exchange of information within the community, but
rather to limit the offense to families outside the Skidmore community, who were here at the invitation of the Admissions office, and
to whom I felt a responsibility,"
she said. Monday was an open
house sponsored by admissions
for prospective students and their
parents.
In response to Bates' decision
to remove the papers, President
Jamie Studley said, "I'm disappointed that the papers were
removed. The college policies are
in support of an open press,
whether radio, television or printed media. But I'm also pleased the
person who did it realized that it
wasn't good judgment."
"What it tells us is that it's
important to keep the airwaves
open in a sense," said Studley.
"I appreciate that we and The
Skidmore News both hav e the
sam e comm itmen t to mak in g
information available to the communi ty."
M orr ow not iced tha t more than
half of th e papers printed ea ch
week were missing from bins on
Monday afternoon. "It was such a
clean job," said Morrow , "I knew
thete was no way that it was studen t s and facul ty [who] had t aken
them all, Usually there are cru mpled leftovers. "
Morrow , believing the copies to
be stolen, called Sk idmore News
Editor
in
Chief
Shawn
McCormack to see whether he had
received a phone call from administration about the papers.
• "I didn 't believe him when he
told me that they were stolen, "
said McCormack.
The editors notified the
Saratoga
Springs
Police
Department, and called area
newspapers about the story.
Assistant Director of College
Relations Robert Klmmerle found
out about the stolen papers when
Kenneth Crowe, a reporter with
the Albany Times Union, called
him Wednesday night.
"I drew a blank when he asked
! how I heard. I told him I'd look
into jit land call him back. " By.
Thursda y morning, Klmmerle
¦aid he "learned tha t the Director
of . Admissions M«y Lou Bates
and another staff member pr two/'
" had taken the papers , "She admit *
ted taking the papen right away,
that pret ty hnUch took the myiteiy
h
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out of it," said Kimmerle. The
issues were gone from the News
racks before most students were
even awake for classes Monday
morning. Kate Nahon '00 said, "I
never got to read it. I was a bit dismayed." Students were left to
guess about whether the issues
were extremely popular, or stolen.
"I could definitely see someone
doing it [stealing tihe papers] in
reaction to the stuff that's been
going on here...I can't see them
[administration] ever doing
that...I'd see it as a student attack
on students," said Megan Murphy
'01. Matt Moore '01 was convinced that the issues had been
stolen. "My first guess was that it
was someone
within the
Administration. I definitely didn't
think it was students. I mean,
what would a student do with all
those papers?" said Moore.
(Skidmore News) *

BC launches
campaign

Last Saturday, Boston College
launched "Ever to Excel," a $400
million campaign that seeks to
boosts BC's endowment by $260 million. This campaign hopes to place
BC's.endowment over $1 billion and
among the 35 most financially sound
universities. The campaign hopes to
endow 100 new professorships,raise
$60 million for academic centers, $50
million for endowed scholarships,
and $10 million for the libraries.
Other $149 million would go
towards construction and renovation projects.
As of now, BC has raised $165
million toward the campaign. The
campaign kick-off celebration ended
with Master of Ceremonies Jack
Connors jokingly stating, "We need
your money." (the Heights)

Amtrak t o service
Brunswick

Bowdoin College
Brunswick, ME

As early as 2001, passenger train
service will resume t o Brunswick
af ter a 36-year break. Af ter Maine
voters approved a $56 million transpor tation bond last month , the state
will allocate $19.7 million for rail
corridor developmen t, Eventually, a
high-speed rail line will run from
Boston to Brunswick , It is estimated
tha t the 167-mlle tri p between
Boston and Brunswick \yill take
approximen tly 3 hours to complete,
However, before the passenger
service can resume crews will have
to upgrade much of the existing
track and replace large sections ,
Roughly $45 million Is being spent
on rebuildin g the 78 miles of track
between Plaistow, NH and Portland;
ME. An additi onal $10 million is
being set aside for the track rebuilding between
Portland
and
Bruns wick, (Bowdoin Orient)
!
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Owner J oe Karter and manager Carloee Derpche stand in an aisle
at J oka 's Discount Beverages.
Karter says he stillcatches a few people using fake identification every
year.
"If s funny," says Karter, "There is
a huge difference in the quality of fake
IDs used by Colby kids and by local
kids. I often notice it during the summer when Colby students aren't
around. I know there are a lot of talented kids at Colby. I. can tell by the
fake IDs they use. One summer a local
kid gave me a cheesy fake ID, very
bad quality, and we began to fight
about it. I looked at him and said 'we
have a liberal arts college in town so 1

.

'

'

'
.

see a lot of good fake IDs. This one is
¦just horrible.'"
When asked about the liquor
inspector Karter smiles.
"We have a tree of communication
in town. My brother owns the bar next
door and he calls me as soon as he
finds out the inspector is in town. All
_ie bars call each other and we know
within an hour of the inspector's
arrival."
Whether the liquor inspector is in
town or not, Karter says Joka's is very
strict about obeying the law.
"I have to call the police for every

By DREW BUSH
During this, the last year of President William
Cotter's 20 years at Colby, an endowment in William
and Linda Cotter's name was unveiled in order to
honor their many years of service to Colby.
"There are really two endowments," said Cotter.
"One is the Linda K. Cotter Internship Fund, which
will underwrite Colby students pursuing unpaid
internships in January and the summer.The second is
the William R. Cotter Distinguished Teaching
Professorship which contains an endowed research
fund for the chair holder."
The funds,which exceeded $2 million, were given
by nearly 1,000 members of the Colby family including trustees, overseers, faculty, staff, alumni, parents,
and friends. The endowments will support between
30 and 50 internship grants each year and also the
salary and research fund of a Colby faculty member.
According to Cotter, the president ol the college
names the recipient of the endowed chair, and he will
be making that decision later this fall. "And, yes, the
first recipient is currently under consideration," he
said.
But, who exactly do the students of this college
feel is the faculty member most deserving of the
William Cotter Distinguished TeachingProfessorship
endowment?
"I don't know a lot of professors on campus, obviously I only know a select few," said Gregory De St
Maur ice '00, "But I would suggest something more
alon g the lines of a pr ofessor who spends a lot of time
oh students. A professor who promotes things like
¦
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should receive the fellowship.
"I think Ben Mathes," said David August '02 ,
president of Treworgy.'He is a really down-to-Earth
person who is very accessible, and who talks to you
like you're his equal."
SOme students unknowingly suggested professors who were already endowed. Jesse DeLaughter
'03 suggested, "Robert Weisbrot because he is very
articulate and seems like he is exdted about knowledge."
Students also seemed be equally enthusiastic
about instructors who are spending only a few years
student activism or promotes -understanding of at Colby as visiting instructors.
"Ryan Davis," said Michael Donohue '03. "It is
diversity."
"I think it should definitely go to a professor who tough to get a discussion out of a freshman English
has been here for awhile and has taken an active class but he makes the dass very interesting regardinterest in students," Gregory Cosgrove '03 said. "It less of that."
Stephanie Greenleaf '01 also spoke adamantly
should also be to someone who has dedicated themselves to a specific type of research over a long peri- about endowing a professor in the English departod of time. I don't think it should go to the science ment.
"I only know a select few in the English departdepartment because they are obviously already well
ment.
I'm sure that there are plenty of deserving proendowed."
fessors,
but one who comes to mind is James Boylan.
"I believe that there are many that possess the
qualities that should be considered when choosing From other people I've talked to it seems like he has
die recipient," said Patrida Calong '01. "The profes- an impact on all of the students who he teaches."
Most students don't seemto agree on who should
sor should have the desire and passion to teach his or
her students not only things that can be taught from be given the endowment or what qualities should be
a book,but honest advice that we can use when faced honored in the professor who is endowed. However,
it is apparent that students and faculty alike feel there
with certain situations in the real world."
Ripley Martin '01, was more specific when he ate many professors who deserve this type of award.
Frank Fekete, professor of biology, summed up
said, "I think it should go to someone [in a position]
like the Oak Institute Chair who is involved in this feeling when he responded, "I have so many
fine colleagues at Colby, I don't feel comfortable in
human rights and government."
Other students named specific professors they felt singling out one professor."
J CGDD_-DDCK_C__DCB_E__K_C___X
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fake ID or we are in a lot of trouble. It
doesn't matter how many fak;e IDs
we've handed over to them before. If
we mess up once, they'll start watching us especially dosely.When we're
uncertain about an ID, we ask if the
student goes to Colby,then call security to find out his or her birth date."
"If we sell to someone with a fake
ID," he continued, "the person who
bought is likely to get off more easily
than we dp."
The liquor inspector gets all the
information he needs, usually a
description of the cashier, before he
enters the building.
"We can get up to a $400 fine and
the cashier gets a $150 fine. Thaf s a lot
when you're making minimum
wage," says Karter. "The liquor
inspector sits in the parking lot near
the police station and watches kids
bringing beer to their cars. I often
carry beer out for people and I always
ask 'is the driver 21?' Now it doesn't
matter if there is a 21-year-old riding
in the car, The driver can still get in
trouble if they're not of age."
Karter says he asks his beer distributors for large beer signs that he gives
to Colby students for their rooms.
"I don't leave them in the front of
the store because local kids ask me if
they can have them. I keep them back
here in the office and save them for
Colby kids who ask for diem.
"Would you like one?" he asks.
After showing me a large selection
of beer signs, I thank him for the interview and walk out with my new,
three-foot, tin Honey Lager sign.

Cotters leaving more than a legacy
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When Joe Karter, affectionately
known as "Joe Joka," bought.what is
now known as Joka's Discount
Beverage, he had a Colby student
design the Joka's logo.
'Thought Joka's 11years ago With
my brother and my cousin," says
Karter. "My cousin's name is Joseph
and my last name is Karter, so we ptit
them together to form 'Joka.' The
Joker in a deck of cards is regal looking, so we used it as the base of our
logo. The logo also has international
flags and a spilled bottle of wine."
Located at 52 Front Street, Joka's
has always been a popular place for
Colby students to purchase alcohol.
Karter says he has always had
"good rapport" with the students, and
has had many work for him as
employees.
"1still have f onner employeeswho
come back to visit," says Karter.
"Colby is such a big part of our business that when we do things with
Colby, we make sure we do them
right. I once fired a girl because she
didn't like Colby students. I fired her
for that reason alone. I haven't had an
employee complain about a Colby
student in six years."
With the crackdown on underage
drinking at Colby,Karter says parties
on campus appear both smaller and
more manageable.
"People seem much smarter and
more responsible about alcohol now.
When I first opened, there were campus-wide parties all the time.
Everyone went. I can still remember a
party at the Heights with about 50
kegs," he said. "Over the years it has
decreased to 25 in the student center,
then 15.
"Last year we delivered four kegs
to an off-campus house and the four
guys that lived there registered the
kegs under all their names. Wehave to
register every kegby law.The fact that
they photocopied the forms so they
were all responsible impressed me."
Even with increased responsibility,
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NEWS BRIEFS
President s on-line

Now students can keep up to
date or. by-monthly meetings of
Presidents' Council and committee
meetings on the web. Faculty minutes! are also available on the general server. Just log on to the Colby
homepage to find up-to-date
record? of important decision making on campus. Or find the webdirectly:
site ,
http://www.colby.edu/committees. ! .

Diversity is back

the
Trustee
Planrdng
Commission on Diversity met
Wednesday, Nov. 17 to discuss
issues of diversity oh campus. Thie
committee is one of the seven subcommittees holding meetings in
the fall to make recommendations
tb William R. Adams. Student
Government Association Vice
President Jon P. Gray attended the
session..

Diversit y

Requirement
ques t ioned

In an effort to heighten awareness to issues of diversity the
Academic Affairs Committee
(AAC) is investigating the addition
of an additional class to count
towards the diversity requirement.
Students are currently required to
take one class to fulfill a diversity
requirement. The committee is
looking into the option of community service.

Carols and Lights
is .coming
Carols and Lights performances
mean one thing: Christmas is coming! On December 9, 10, and 11, the
30th Annual Service of Carols and
Lights will be held in Colby
College's Lorimer Chapel. Free
tickets will be available but quantities are limited. Tickets will be on
sale Monday-Sunday 5 p.m. - 8:30
p.m. in the Cotter Union Lobby.

_____fi tUb ^H_§P*' ' *®*^ ^^ ,

By JACQIJELINE OGUTHA.
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Daily e-mail is now a guarantee, line Digest of
General Announcements and Offidal Notices emails are quickly replacing bulletin board
announcements and lengthy phone messages.
These "mass-e-mails," as they are popularly
referred to, have sparked conversations and
prompted mixed reactions from the student body.
Opinions vary on die subject. Soifie are indifferent, some strongly opposed to the use of mass
e-mails for promoting political platforms, and
some others who feel recipients can make the
choice to either read or ignore any e-mail messages.
"The general announcements are fine, but if
you start reading the e-mail and decide ifs not
something you're interested in,just delete it," said
one student. Another student equated e-mails
with a political message to "someone calling me
on the phone to sell or advertise something I was
not interested in."
There are two kinds of mass e-mails: The
Official Notices list and the General Notices list.
According to Ray Phillips, director of Information.
Technology Services (ITS), the e-mail lists were
generated early this year to make commxuiicationi
more efficient while reducing the use of paper.

*
tune announcements.
"Every
"Two different categories would allow 'stusomeone wanted to
send a message they dents to have more control over what comes into
had to figure out their inboxes," they said, "while still allowing
how to make lists, both types of messages to be heard."
Kwedor and Martin pointed out that because
and people would
everyone
has access to the system there is "potenget e-mails with
"
tial
for
misuse.
pages of addresses
;
To
send
a
mass
e-mail, any student simply has
h
of
and a paragrap
the actual message," to access the ITS web-page, log in using his or her
e-mail address and password, and send a mesPhillips said.
, Access to the Official Notices lists is- restricted sage to any of the lists they are authorized to use;
tosenior staff, the Dean of Students office,Student This system makes it impossible to send an
Government Assodation officers, and dass offi- anonymous announcement.
The college hasfairly moderate constraints on
cers. They can authorize other individuals to post
to the Official Notices lists "but have to give these what can be posted to the lists. According to
designations very carefully," Phillips said. Within Phillips, "as long as the announcements are not
the Official Notices List, there are sub-lists for inflammatory" the guidelines that apply to the
each class, for all faculty members and for staff. notice lists are the same as those that apply to
Essentially,an official notice reaches everyone on posting messages on bulletin boards all over campus. "Ifs just a different medium," he said, "and
campus.
"It provides effective communication from the same rules and codes of conduct that apply in
administrative and student offices to the entire conversations and written notices apply to the ecommunity," said Phillips, who cautioned that mail lists."
Averill President Parke Burmeister '00 fears
offidal notices should not be the only means of
communicating emeigendes as "not everyone that if the e-mailing system "becomes a tool for
the propagation of political beliefs," students will
checks e-mail regularly."
While Offidal Notices go out immediately at best disregard the system and at worst may use
after they areposted,messages sent to the General the system "to anger or antagonize other stuNotices lists accumulate during the day, then are dents."
Burmeister, who was "not pleased" when he
put together at night and sent out as the General
received e-mails a few weeks ago expressing
Digest of Announcements.
"The aim of the digest is to facilitate commu- strong stances on partial-birth abortions, asserted
nication between students but have this commu- that this is not what the system is for.
"If the system is used in this way then I and
nication as least intrusive as possible," Phillips
said.
many others will "unsubscribe." He added that if
Keryn Kwedor '00 and Sarah Martin '01 Colby students want "another system for the disbelieve the general announcements system is "a cussion of politics" then one should be implewonderful way to inform the campus about mented.
Although no one may unsubscribe from the
upcoming events and activities," but are in favor
of separating political opinions from generic Official Notices list, General Notices are optional.

JFKs

Shirley Littlefield
PO Box 215
Clinton. ME 04927

ing.
Gordon concluded that there
were approximately six shots fired
although there may have been
more. Gordon claims that the shots
had to come from both in front of
the president's car and from the
rear, making the assassination a
conspiracy.
Gordon also concluded that
Oswald was a "pasty" who had
been framed for the murder and
that Oswald had nothing to do with
the assassination. Incriminating
-^

;v

"If we try to constrain
what people are saying we
will be establishing a terrible process that is not
appropriate at an institution like this. "
t ^p u t i L p *
Director , ITS

Students can unsubscribe to a particular list by
accessing the ITS web-page. The lists are reset to
full membership at the beginning of every semester, and as a result, one would have to unsubscribe
again.
There have been suggestions that a group
should be formed to review submissions made to
the General Notices lists, but Phillips is opposed
to the idea of censorship.
"If we try to constrain what people axe saying
we will be establishing a terrible process that is
not appropriate at an institution like this."
He hopes that because messages hear the
sender's name, "people will take responsibility
for what they say."

Theorist main tains conspiracy killed Kennedy

Continued from page one
Shirley Littlefield, the popular Dana card checker, is currently at home
recuperating from the multiple heart bypass surgery she had in
September.
Unfortunately, her recovery is not going as well as her doctors had
hoped, due to complications stemming from her diabetes. Hopefully, she
will be able to return in a few months, but no one is sure if that will happen.
Still, she would love to hear from Colby students. You can call her at
453-2071 (despite her condition, she still loves to talk on the phone) or
send get well cards to:
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photos of Oswald, said Gordon, against Cuba meant organized
were fabricated and not real crime lost a major source of income.
Gordon also discussed the
images.
According to Gordon, the assas- cover-up by the involved parties
sination was organized by a group following _ie president's murder
of conspirators including the CIA and Ruby's involvement in
and organized crime. Motives for Oswald's subsequent assassination.
In the end Gordon conceded that
both parties surrounded Cuba. The
CIA was aggravated by the debacle all his claims, although well foundduring the Bay of Pigs invasion and ed, are based on circumstantial eviwas infuriated by the president's dence and it's doubtful whether a
actions.
definitive answer will ever be
Similarly, much of organized reached. Gordon's only hope is that
crime's revenue came from gam- some diary or other form of confesbling, prostitution, and drug rings sion from one of the involved parin Cuba. Kennedy's sanctions ties will appear.

To the following people who completed the

1999 Alcohol Awareness Week CSNAP Challenge

Reba Frederics
Tiffany Frazar
Becca Kita
Katie St. Germaine
Kristy Malm
Erin Clark
Ross Freedman
Loic Vaes
Ward Savage
Whitney Lawton
Caroline Koskinas
Gwynneth McCoy
Brie Drummond
Emil Thomann
Stephanie Mendell
Heather Olson
Corey Strang hoener
Candace DeWitt
Nyasha Pfukwa
J ason Gatlin
Anna Randall
Alicia Ford
Kristen Merrill
Trevor MacDonald
Dan Petroske y
David Clark
Meg McCusker
J ake Conklin
Chris Reigeluth
Eric Laurits
Etan Wenger
Katie Dunn
Wendy Hey wood
Meghan Kreider
Laura Van Gestel
Anna Berke
Sharlin Noble
Melanie Ouellette
Maril yn Scharbach
Christine Dorr
Sean Dugan
Ryan Davis
' Emily Ouellette
Amber Hall
Ben Peaice
Stephen Horowitz
Sounun Tek
Kate Trturman
: Chanda Khean g
Liz Hubbard
Rich Riedel
J ason Graham
b Patrici a Calong
Natalie Buccola
.
r Erin Haynes
Rpb Beicher
biEr ic Shaka N
Chri)5 Castl e
y
MBecky Pow ning
Deandra Brassard
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Amy Ackerrnan
Phoebe Lehmann
Andre Patrick
Nate Arguelles
Krikor Daglian
Allegra Round y
Jesse Mullins
John Skovran
Michael Rogalus III
Jeff Chung
Steph Baron
Aida Khan
Kristin Elder
Vanessa Wade
Elizabeth Sommo
Katie Stimac
Vanessa Haleco
Julia Boehm
Chad Creelman
Doan Trang Nguyen
Paul Berube
J oe O'Connell
Alyson Nickse
Jenni Somers
J en Varle y
Myra Romero
David Homier
Louise Langhoff-Roos
Tony Frangie
¦. - ' , " ' ¦ " Rebecca Solomon
.
Sarah Martin
Krissy Lahti nen
Cipperl y Good
Nate Boland
Shanno n Sayer
Mike Alto
Mor gan McDevitt
Caroli ne Rosch
Keryn Kwedor
Liz Pete rson
Doug Melzer
Miko Yokoi
Lauren Calimeris
Chesley Davis
Pedzi Makumbe
Conor Cooper
Keith Monk
Karah To
¦
'
. . Emily Car reiro
Nick Rohs
Katie Reber
Cathy Flemming
Denell Washington
J utika Kalg ha tgi
Pierce Cole
Sarah Fletcher
Milka Pdi;ez
Heather Fine
Christy Person
Annalise Blech
'
:
; Sara ^ :Styfe:.b,7,Y ;. 7);77b' ' ' Er ikY^ters .
Jennifer Altmayer ,.
Oa<l Creelman

Student ^

Rap haelle Silver
J isel Lopez
Chris Hale
John Sullivan
J ess Bennett
Sally Hall
Junko Goda
Landraud Bickford
Timothy Clark
Amanda Surette
Tennessee Watson
Rashad Randol ph
Matt Severs
Bethanv Record
Tamika
Gambrell
-, , p . ,
Ad
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'
tTodd
J u rBergstrom
Ray Mazza
Lmnea Anderso n
Tramame Weekes
Michelle Chandler
J ustin Ossolinski
Mitchell Hau ptman
Bet sy Loyd
Coy Dailey
Clinton Johnson
l&mas juhasz
Phil Wilson
Kumar Ray
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Task fo rc e to investi gate
constitution al court

Mp3 a^

By ANDY MItLER

in the. business; from Abba to
prodigy,
from Frank Zappa to the
STAFF WRITE R
Beastie . Boys. Suppliers " transfer
In recent years the Internet has recordings on CD to the MPS'format
passed
referendum,
the
margin,
burgeoned
as a valuable marketing and post them on the Internet, makBy MEGHANN FOYE
force
is
was tool for an entertainment industry ing these file's available. Exploring
court
and
the
constitutional
The
task
NEWS EDITOR
.
implemented.
seeking to promote YVHS tapes, these sites, one can download __ s
inves tin g
also
conallegations
This summer's
audiocassettes, compact discs, CD favorite songs of a particular ar 4i^
Ironical]*^ the body created last
pretested
the
measures
taken
vot
ing
th
e
ROMs,
DVD films and various other even choose to add .an entire album
spring to debate matters of constivote.
ceeding
and
during
the
mediums of electronic entertainment
tutional correctness is now under
procedu res ,
Frangie explained that these mea- to an expanding community of web
investigation for its own legitimasures may have been done incor- surfers.
includin g the
cy.
rectly.First, for a referendum to be
New innovations of promo
According to Lisa.Hallen, assis- pr esiden ts '
passed,
copies of the original con- tion over the web continue to
tant director of Student Activities,
stitution . and the proposed be explored. According to A
allegations have been brought to influen ce on
changes
to the constitution must Newsweek, an Adam '
Presidents' Council about the
y^j
,
vot
ers
student
posted.at
least seven places on Sandler movie sched- ' , . 4
be
newly created constitutional
campus for seven days before the uled to be released JB ib
and the numbers
court.
referendum.
The task force .is later this year will §&•* '
which
was
passed
The court,
OF
VOTES.
investigating
whether these reportedly be made / ||g_
__
by referendum vote in the spring
were
in
fact,
posted.
copies
available
for
downbody
of
would
comprise
a
gKflEl
of 1999,
' The task force is also investing loading off . the {fBilS
students to deliberate on matters motion is either passed or voted
the
voting procedures, including
of constitutionality.
down, with little discussion, and the presidents' influence on stu- Internet, for a price, Ullln
before
its first JMltS
"The body would be a compa- no
amendments, exp lained
dent votes, and the numbers of screening in a movie l||| f|3
rable, mechanism to the Supreme Frangie.
votes.
theater. '
Court," Hallen said.
"We decided that this was an
IM^B
In its investigation the task
This on-line mar- \<aflj
The Constitutional Court was acceptable approach because pres"frozen" this summer, however idents had the opportunity to give force plans to get student opinion keting phenomenon vHI
on the matter, to e-mail pr esidents has been used with par- \!|
"because of perceived faults in the input prior to voting,"he said.
from last year, and acquire gener' m
way the referendum was done,"
By an overwhelming margin al information on voting proce- ticular effectiveness to y^ ; 2
reach
a
generation
of
colexplained Hallen. "Accusations the vote was passed in Presidents'
^^k3
lege students having explored ^^^'
were brought to Presidents' Council and then brought to refer- dures from last year.
According to Frangie, respons- the benefits of Netscape
Council that it was done incorrect- endum for the student body-at%^
es
to
e-mail have been helpful, but
ly."
laige to decide, according to students who have graduated Communicator, America Online,
Microsoft Internet Explorer, and
Johnson/Chaplin. Commons Frangie.
have been difficult to track down. myriad other web utilities that conLeader Tony Frangie '01, is leadAlthough the ballot system had
With the information collected, nect dorm rooms to the Information collection.
ing the task force along with recently gone on-line, presidents
the
task force will make a recom- Superhighway.
Some students on campus take
Bryan Kessler '01 to examine the used paper ballots to increase stuCouncil
mendation
to
Presidents'
Colby's campus has been no advantage of this technology to take
voting procedures of the spring dent voter turnout. Presidents
and
will
hopein
future
meetings,
the Internet audio files and burn
referendum.
worked the "ballot boxes and sat in fully resolve the issue by second exception. The growing influence of
the Internet on Hollywood has made them back on to recordable CD's to
"Last year presidents came up Cotter Unio-n during the vote.
semester.
"Depending
on
the
its way to Mayflower Hill with an add to their collection.
with the idea to form a constitu"For a referendum to pass, 25
,
ie
"the
taskresults,"
said
Frang
Within Colby's own Internet
explosion of a breed of audio recordtional court," Frangie said, "we percent of the student body has to
force
will
make
the
recommendaGeneral
Server, a community of dataings
known
as
the
MP3.
decided to put the motion on the vote, and two thirds of the voting
or
let
the
tion
to
have
a
re-vote,
bases
from
across campus is made
Moving
Picture
Experts
Group,
or
fast-track." Fast-track voting in body must vote in favor," Frangie
constitutional
court
stand.
"
available
to
PC users in a feature
MPEG,
is
a
family
of
digitally
comCouncil
means
the
Presidents'
said. By another overwhelming
as
the
Network
pressed audio and video files. MPEG known
video files achieve high compression Neighborhood. Members of this
rates by storing only the original neighborhood are able, among other
frames and the changes from each
^l^________________________________________________________________
frame to the next. The alternative—
storing the data for each frame indi- The postin g of
vidually—makes files much larger.
For audio files, MPEG files can be SUCH RECORDINGS
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approsdmately 900.
"Sometimes 3 listen to them to k_ l|
some -time, ot while I'm working, or;
even if I have some friends over";
Brush said.
..Y|
Playing some Rolling Stonesthrough his computer's; speakers;i
Brush proves the ability of these files!
;
to recreate stereo-quality sound.
Jason Gatlin '00 downloaded a;
few songs this summer but admits hestill prefers compact discs for their.
>
j ^ convenience.
but
T.
great
"The
MP3s
are
M__
fll^L don't really listen to them;
M^^L at all, you can .take them
"- J gRj fh with you likfe you can a«
1
W ^ k CD."
M
But with new tech-!
such as the!
mj m\nOlogycan
M Rio
PMP
300,
fans
take M73;
the
^^H music with
them..
^^H
MPS players;
j j ^ HThese
|B
- are portable/have no|
^^V moving parts—so;
^V they don't skip— and;
W are powered by a sin-^F gle AA battery. The,
y players use digital cards;
to store the songs and;
range in price. The Rio PMP1
mp retails at about $200. •
Y|
While these recordings contin-!
ue to grow in popularity, the legal'
ramifications are increasingly con-;
fusing. The posting of such record-;
ings on the Internet is often done in*
illegal fashion and one is legally not
allowed to download such records
ings unless they already own a legal!
copy of the song on vinyl, cassette, or,
compact disc.
\
With the monitoring of such activity nearly impossible, the regulating
of these postings and downloading is
difficult to regulate.
!
The
Recording
Industry,
Association of America has taken;
notice, however, and is attempting to;
stem the tide of illegal recordings. At
the associations request, Carnegie
Mellon University's administration
recently conducted an authorized
unannounced inspection of student
computer databases and found 71stu-;
dents on campus had violated copy-J
right laws by owning suchrecordings.Faced with the possibility of being
sued by the recording association,
the school took action by temporarily;
depriving the offending students of]
Internet access in their dorm rooms/
forcing them to use campus computer labs for the remainder of the
semester
,¦
-:Y" 'Y'
7
In the near future, punishment for
copying MP3 files will no doubt be
dealt more harshly. The enforcement?
of copyright infringement policies
with audio and videotape violations,
however, has been largely unsuccessful, If this is any indication of
how MPS violations will be
enforced, it would seem fair to con-!
elude that authorities will have a
very difficult time stopping the;
downloading of MP3 files illegally.
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Multicultural committee passage sparks debate among Presidents' Council members
By DREW BUSH

said. "Race is the prominent issue on campus because
it
wasn't addressed 10 years ago when it was more
STAFF WRITER
subdued
and developing."
• ." i
'
.
"I
want
to address these issues now so that 10 years
At a Nov. 9 meeting, Student Government
are not as prominent as race is. We need
from
now
they
Association President Benjamin Humphreys '00' proand not aeactive," Burmeister said.
to
be
proactive
posal for a Multicultural Affairs Committee, which
not
everyone involved in Presidents'
,
However
included an outline for six interlocking committees,
Council agreed with Humphreys' proposal.
passed Presidents' Council by a vote of 17-8.
"I think to have six interlocking committees is a
"I believe it more thoroughly addresses the issues
involved," Humphreys said. "1 feel it is more efficient good idea," said Pugh Center Alliance Representative
because of the number cf people involved." Kenya Sanders '00.
Pugh Center Alliance Representative Kenya
Humphreys proposed the plan as an alternative to the
'00 said while she thinks the six committees
Sanders
one he vetoed Oct. 27, which would have established a
are
a
good
idea, many clubs in the Pugh Center do not
Multicultural Affairs Committee with one interlocking
proposal. Many peopleinvolved with the
support
the
committee on race and racism-.. Since this veto, debate
Christian Society, and the Women's
Bridge,
Colby
has swept the campus over which proposal better
they are not ready to be part of a
Coalition
have
said
serves Colby's needs.
committee.
"Issues of discrimination on this campus are not
"I think you need people who care, are passionate,
simply limited to race and racism," said Parke
and
who will take the time to serve on these commit"A
perfect
Burmeister '00, dorm president of Averill.
Sanders said. "Ifs not fair for one person, espetees,"
of
mis
is
the
swastika
which
offended
many
example
cially a white heterosexual male, to deride that these
people on campus for many different reasons."
"If you say that race has to be addressed by a spe- committees are going to be created."
Instead of having people ready to serve on the comcial committee then so do the issues of discrimination
mittees,
Humphreys said he would have to find people
over gender, class, sexual orientation, religion, etc.,*"he
to serve on the comittees if his proposal is enacted. The

previous proposal, had one interlocking committee on
race, "students and faculty said they want it, and are
ready to work on it," said Sanders.
In contrast Humphreys said, "If we are not ready to
address gender and sexual orientation issues,we have
a bigger problem than I thought. However, I don't
believe this to be true.!"
However, Vice President Jon Gray disagreed, saying, "The proposal is like having two multicultural
committees now."
"It has become an issue pitting faculty against students, when it should have been a campus issue."
According to Humphreys, the next step in the
process is to be bring it before the faculty and voted

on. Some people—like John Gray '00, VicePresident of
SGA —are doubtful as to whether the faculty will pass
Humphreys' proposal since the first proposal/ which
the faculty passed unanimously, was vetoed.
On this subject, President William R. Cotter commented, "I have met with Ben and bejieve that he and
the Presidents' Council, and the faculty, will reach a
compromise that will serve students, the faculty and
the college very well indeed."
One of the faculty representatives to Presidents'
Council, Economics Professor and Chair David
Findlay, said, "I simply don't know where the faculty
will come down on this issue."
"I would prefer a large committee to deal with
Multiculturalism because it would be the most efficient
way to facilitate the exchange of information; rather
than having separate committees. That unfortunately
is not one of the proposals before us. Ifs something
thaf s not on the table and I'm not sure it will ever be,"
he said.
The fate of this proposal will be decided at the
upcoming faculty meeting. However, one thing is for
certain, some form of Multicultural Affairs Committee
will be created at Colby.

NESCAC schools explain multicultural actions

BY JON SILBERSTEIN-LOEB
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

While Colby battles with issues of
multiculturalism, so do other NESCAC
schools. Williams is experiencing problems very similar to Colby. After discussing its problems, it concluded that
both their student government and
minority clubs have similar goals:
"increasing minority participation" and
"elevating minority issues in student
government," according to the Williams
Record.
Perhaps by looking at the issues other
schools are confronting and seeing what
their solutions were and are, the parties
involved here at Colby will be able to
come to a fair and equitable solution.

Williams College
Williams has a Committee on Diversity
and Community (CDC). The Committee is
composed of students, faculty, and staff.
Gail Newman, Chair of the CDC at
Williams said the committee takes its
"queue from the campus climate," and
"has no particular agenda."
The president of the college elects the
chair of the committee. Once elected, the
chair, president, faculty steering committee, and student government review the
nominees and select a number of students,
faculty and staff to serve on the CDC. Once
elected to the CDC, members can stay on
the Committee so long as they are at the
College.
Newman spoke of actions -taken by the
CDC in years past. Last year the CDC
investigated homophobia on campus. This
year, the CDC is doing intensive research
on the academic experience of minority
groups on Williams'campus,
, The CDC is primarily a "consultative
body " said Newman. The CDC rarely
makes suggestions and instead usually
generates a report of their findings, which
is available to the entire community.
Newman said action would be taken
through faculty channels not through tihe
student government if a suggestion were
made,
Williams also has a Minority Coalition
(MinCo) which is very similar to the Pugh
Center Alliance, MinCo serves as an
umbrella group for the minority clubs on
campus. Originally part of the student
coundl, MinCo now receives funding independently. Nevertheless, MinCo still has
representatives on the Williams' student
government, College Council (CC).
According to sources at the Record, three
out of four of the executive members of the
Williams student government this year
belong to a minority group on campus and
of the 50 or 60 some-odd representativeson
the student government council, two represent MinCo, No other clubs are represented

THREE OUT OF FOUR OF
THE EXECUTIVE MEMBERS
OF THE WILLI/VMS
STUDENT GOVERNMENT
THIS YEAR BELONG TO A
MINORITY GROUP ON CAMPUS AND OF THE 50 OR
60 SOME-ODD REPRESENTATIVES ON THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT
COUNCIL , TWO REPRESENT
MINCO.
on the council.
Despite its efforts, MonCo complains of
"racial fragmentation" and feels they are
underrepresented, said the Williams
Record
"There is a strong sentiment from both
MinCo and CC members that the underrepresentation of minorities and the lack of
expression of minority opinion on campus
are serious problems that need to be
addressed through increased interaction
and cooperation," according to the
Williams Record.
Carrie Ryan '00, a member of the
Williams CC agreed, "College Council is
bereft of minorities. College Council is supposed to be representative of the student
body,and right now it's not." "It would be
great," she continued "if more minority
students ran for College Council, That way
minority issues might be brought to
Council more often."
Suggestions made by Williams students
to improve the communication between
MinCo and CC included sharing agendas
and allotting time for MinCo representatives to speak at every meeting Instead of
just once a month.
Suggestions of CC and MinCo folding
joint meetings or forming a joint sub-committee of members of CC and MinCo have
been discussed. CC members advised
MinCo to post its minutes like CC or to create a web page to encourage communication withinthe student body.
In an interview with the Williams
Record, Royce Smith '01/ chairperson of the
Black Student Union (ECU) at Williams,
stated that such suggestions "are bureaucratic solutions to a social problem. We
need to see~why minority students don't
care about CC," Smith felt a campus-wide
forum to discuss the issue might be more
effective.
February 25-27Williams will be folding
a conference entitled "Beyond the Box" to
provide a platform for discussion between
small New England schools on multicultural issues,

Hamilton College

According to Alan Rose, the advisor to
the student assembly, Hamilton College
"has no specific council" that deals with
multicultural issues of race, religion, sexual
preference, or sodo-economic issues on
campus. Hamilton has however, a
Harassment and Grievances Board that
responds to student complaints of any sort
of harassment on campus.
The Board is composed of four students
and six faculty members. Hamilton has a
Community Council Committee to deal
with pertinent issues of multiculturalism.
This committee represents every student
organization on campus in the student
assembly. This committee was very strong
four years ago, but since then has declined
significantly and in fact is totally inactive
this year.
Karen Green, the Assistant Dean of
Students, also serves as the Director of
Multicultural Affairs. Her job involves
"leadership for development of education,
cultural and social programs that enhance
inter-cultural understanding and foster a
campus climate that celebrates and respects
the uniqueness of all its members."
In addition, there is also a Community
Relations Board that, according to Alan
Rose, serves a purpose similar to that of the
Harassment and Grievances Board.

Trinity College
Recently; a sub-committee of the
Strategic Planning Committee investigated
multicultural issues on campus and decided to create a Dean of Multicultural Affairs,
The new position was instituted as of Aug,
1of this year. The new dean reports directly to the president of the college. The position's creation is largely a result of student
demands for such an office. In conjunction
with the creation of the Dean , of
Multicultural Affairs, a large sub-budget
was raised which will fund multicultural
events from speakers to parties.
Because the position was established so
-recently,an advisory committee to the dean
of multicultural affairs has not yet been created. Carla Spurlock-Evans, dean of multicultural affairs, has, however, expressed a
desire to establish such a committee in the
near future constituted of students and faculty.
Trinity also has a Multicultural Affairs
Council (MAC). MAC consists of students
and is a part of the student government,
MAC is a standing committee on the student government. It reports issues of multiculturalism to the student government
association, The committee has been in
place between four and five years. The
head of MAC is the vice president of the
student government and is elected by the
entire student body, The student government elects the other members of the

Committee. According to sources,, most of
the Committee members are also members
of the minority clubs on campus.

How do other NESCAC
schools measure up?

Bates College

Williams: Committee on Diversity
and Community and a Minority
Coalition, which is similar to the
Pug h Center Alliance

At Bates College, Czerny Brasuell serves
as the Multicultural Affairs and
Multicultural Center Director. According to
Brasuell, the only organization that deals
with issues of racial, religious, sexual orientation, and socio-economic biases is the
Hate Crimes and Bias Committee. The
Committee is permanent. No students
serve on the Committee. In fact, student are
only involved when they are filing a complaint or being accused of a hate crime.
Members of the Committee include the
dean of students, the chaplain, the associate dean of students, and the multicultural
affairs and multicultural center director.
Students are not allowed to serve on the
Committee in order to protect the identity
and confidentiality of the parties involved.

Hamilton: "No specific council"
that deals with multicultural
issues. The Assistant Dean of
Students also serves as the

Director of Multicultural Aff airs
Trinity:

Multicultural

Affairs

Council, a standing committee,

part of student government

Bates: Hate Crimes and Bias
Committee exists, but no students

Bowdoin. College

serve on it.

Bowdoin:

Bowdoin College has three committees
to deal with multicultural affairs: the
Presidential Taskforce on Minority
Recruitment; the Oversight Committee on
Multicultural Affairs; and the Bias Incident
Group. The Presidential Taskforce serves
only to increase the number of minority
students who apply to Bowdoin and to
increase retention of those students, Dan
Levine, chair of the Oversight Committee
on Multicultural Affairs did not comment
on his or the Committee's role on campus.
The Oversight Committee consists of two
students and three faculty members. The
Bias Incident Group is chaired by the president of the college, and only meets when
needed.

Three

Presidential

Minority

Oversight

committees:

Taskforce

on

Recruitment;

the

Committee

on

Multicultural Affairs; and the Bias

Incident Group

Middlebury: Diversity Action
Coalition, a student club .
selves as non-voting bodies.
Yolanda Espinosa, President of the
African American Alliance at Middlebury,
said she was fairly pleased with the current
state of multicultural affairs on campus.
She feels that minority representation in
the student government is improving, and
there are now several minority members on
the SGA. There is always room for further
progress she concluded.
Claudia Moreno, vice president of
Alianza Latinamerica y Carbina, said "it
would be a good idea" to create six interlocking committees to deal with multicultural affairs. It would foster "increased
communication and help to unite minority
organizations on campus because there is
separation between minority clubs on the
Middlebury campus."
Kara Kozuma, Commons Residential
Advisor at Middlebury offered an opinion
on Colby's idea to create six interlocking
committees on multicultural issues, ''it has
great potential. Anything that opens more
lines of communication can do good things,
The committees shoul d be aware that
diversity often encompasses groups outside of the organized clubs and committees
and sometimes its more about creating an
environment where people can feel comfortable regardless of background."

M iddlebury
There is no multicultural affairs committee on the Middlebury campus that serves
on the student government association.
There is a Diversity Action Coalition, a club
on campus composed entirely of students,
which serves as the bridge between the students and the faculty regarding multicultural affairs.
Last year the student government funded the Diversity Committee, a consultative
committee that picked an issue of multiculturalism on campus to investigate and provided a report about it to the student body,
Last year the Committee investigated
the lack of minority faculty on campus and
retention, There is provost on diversity
affa irs that is currently serving as the dean
of minority affairs.
When passing legislation on issues of
multlculturaiism, the SGA invites the
minority clubs to the council to discuss the
proposed legislation and represent them-

PCA: Motion tabled on whether to allow PCA rep to vote on Presidents' Council
¦•
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Cont inued from page one
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Renter to define the structure of student goverijciet
yt " said Humphreys, "SGA is not trying to
i
, cfcfirte the position of the PCA rep. and its duties
jnd function in the Pugh Center/ it is attempting to
|
Refine its role in student goverment,"
' ^Humphreys explained his decision to extend the
ihvltation to Executive !Board instead of Presidents'
b'Cduncll.Yb. ¦
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Sanders expressed the opinion of members of the
"This motion [to move the PCA rep to Exec.
PCA who felt her position on Executive Board could Board] is ridiculous," said Wilkes. "There is no good
abstain , from certain meetings, SGA Treasurer, reason why the PCA rep should be moved to Exec,
Cultural Chair and Social Chair are similar to the Board. In fact, the SGA representative is really just a
PCA rep in their position, and do not attend every lobbying position,"
meeting, contended Sanders.
Sanders made it clear that the position of the PCA
Members of Presidents' Council disagreed, say- representative and a proposed minority affairs rop-ing her role as an Exec, Board member would prove , resentatlve would be two separate positions. The
crucial in relaying important issues to members of PCA representative's role would not be affected by
the PCA,
Wilkes' proposal to create a new position and is in
"If tho PCA rep was not here at every meeting, a favor of creating this new position.
very valuable voice would be lost/' said Senior
"I think there's nothing wrong with her motion/"
Class Representative Hfi^r , Cjawr,
Sanders said, "I think we need It,"
However*, many presidents raised concerns about
Wilkes is in the process of creating the new prothe PCAbeep's role in general as part of SGA, posal for a Minority Affairs {Representative, and will
President of Coburi) Brin WilVes '00 questioned the be presenting it at the next meeting of Presidents'
1
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Golby social scene isn't black and white
: The moment a student chooses to live in a chem-free dorm, he or she
must sign a pledge. This pledge urges them to abstain from any alcoholrelated activities within the dorm. This statement does not exclude them
from parties where alcohol is served outside of the dorm or in their commons. .This statement does not mean that chem-free students should be
discouraged to socialize with chem-students at events with alcohol. The
choice to live in ch'em-free residences does not connote a life-style, rather
a preference towards clean and quiet living.
.. The recent decision to separate the Social Programming Board into
the SPB and and.the chem-free SPB does not follow With the current concept of chem-free living. Under the new plan, students living in chemfree housing would elect a dorm.SPB who would only sit on the chemfree SPB and propose chem-free events. This means the occasional student living in chem-free, but normally attending social events with alcohol, would be stripped of their vote towards the planning of these events.
This .neyv structure limits students living in;chem-free's say to events
they might not care about. .
This new plan does not only fail to represent of many chem-free students, but it will also fail to increase a sense of community on.campus. If
we want to unite the campus, we must forge one common social life. By
separating SPB into two distinct camps, we are dividing the campus on
one of the most fundamental aspects of community. We need to create
events that encourage attendance of students who prefer to drink as well
as those who choose to abstain.
Although separating SPB might expediate event planning, we have to
recognize that this will not be beneficial to our college in the long run. In
the interest of saving time, we will be creating barriers that will take
much longer to break later on.

We need a performing arts center
The Performing Arts and Music at Colby series are probably the most
common venues for students on Mayflower Hill to be exposed to the
performing arts. Sure, we have the Opera House in Waterville and there
are plenty of theaters and performance halls in Portland, but on the
whole, students head to Runnals and Lorimer Chapel for their performing arts fill.
That is why it seems only logical that the next building Colby decides
to erect should be a new performing arts center. We can use the design
and structure of Middlebury's Center for the Arts as an example. This
new building would include concert halls of varying sizes - big formal
ones for performances such as the Wind Ensemble and more casual ones
for the a capella groups. There would be more than one theater with all
the best equipment, rather than a converted gymnasium like Runnals or
a converted locker room like the cellar theater.
The performing arts touch too many students, faculty and community members to have them performing in a converted anything. Imagine
the outcry if science labs were converted locker rooms. Even with the
best equipment, it just wouldn't be accepted.
The same holds true for the Chapel. While it is a beautiful building, it
isn 't a music hall. If we structured a hall specifically for music, keeping
in mind acoustics, comfortable seats, and unobstructed viewing, the
entire mood of the performance would improve. This holds espetially
true when we host renowned.musicians, such as trumpeter Stephen
Burns.
So, with the new ;art studio on. the way, consider something that
touches an enormous cross section of the Colby community as your next
project.

On the Presidential Canidates
Ward 's
Words
Geoff Ward
was told by one of my professors
that I should write something
I critical of Al Gore for once since
I'm constantly making fun of the
Republican campaigns. I agreed that
maybe my Democratic/liberal bias
shows through a little too much in
my columns, and also agreed that
despite that bias there are plenty of
opportunities to criticize Al Gore's
campaign.
Butbefore we get to that, I'd, like
to take a look at the rest of the campaign. Fpr the Democrats and
Republicans it has turned into a
two candidate race for the nomination, and there is of course the
Reform Party and the question of
whom it will nominate as its candidate. In my eyes there are five candidates, spanning all three parties,
worth paying attention to and
everyone in the public and the
media can safely ignore every canv
paign other than those of Bush,
McCnirv Gore, Bradlejl " arid
' "' ' '
Buchanan,
Steve Forties is hot going to win
the Republican nomin at ion unless
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Bush gets arrested for cocaine possession and McCain cheats on his
second wife. I'm sorry,that was a little too much and I apologize. Even
under such circumstances he'd still
be a long shot.
Gary Bauer shouldn't have even
made it this far, although he claims
to be in the race for the long haul.
On Nov. 10, Bauer stated at Oliver's
Restaurant in New Hampshire that,
"Where I come from, if you're the
last one standing after a fight, then
you've won,"
He also called himself a Reagan
Republican, something that really
confuses me. Wasn't Reagan the
president with Alzheimer's who
got us into the Iran-Contra mess
and caused a rhajor recession due to
his enormous military spending
that' we are only now recovering
from? I don't think !would associate myself with this man if I wanted
tb become President. Yet Alan
Keyes also call himself a Reagan
Republican. But ho matter, he
should no longer be mentioned as a
candidate either.
Sen. Orrln Hatch (R, Utah) is
apparently still in the race, yet I
haven't seen him in the news recently.
' Warren Beatty, tybill Sheperd
aijd Donald Trump, are all mak ing
headlines, but tha t's al l they are,
See WARD, conti nued on 7

^

Pugh Center for
Multiculturalism only

Humphreys'
Multicultural
Committee proposal over the original
proposal during this meeting. You
may also know that the only reason
that this proposal was being voted on
I found it iextremely disturbing last was because Humphreys vetoed the
yireek to look at fhe smiling white faces proposal that was originally passed
on the cover of the Echo explaining by a near two-thirds vote in
how Colby would benefit from the President' s Council and had been
replacement of some Pugh Center approved almost unanimously by the
dubs by more "mainstream" organiza- faculty. While the original proposal
tions. First, I would like to respond te would have established a race and
the discussion of the Four Winds. The racial discrimination committee as a
dub originally had no funding this prototype for additional committees,
year (they do now), because last year's the new proposal called for the immeofficers didn't turn in the proper diate established six committees.
paperwork. All members are new this Humphreys' interlocking committee
semester but have successfully played is a bureaucratic monster. In his proa part in the presentation of two impor- posal each of the six committees
would have six members, five of those
tant speakers and two movie nights.
But more distressing than the attack members would be serving on interon the Four Winds is the article's gen- locking committees and three would
eral argument. Drew Bush writes, be serving on an overseeing commit"clubslocated within the Pugh Center tee. In a best case scenario two memhave an inherent advantage" (empha- bers serving on three different comsis mine). Yet these dubs, by virtue of
their subject matter, have an inherent
IN FACT, EACH AND
disadvantage while working inside the
EVERY TIME THE
framework of white, upper class
America: i.e. Colby. One of the princi- DIRECT AND MEAple points of the artide seems to be that
comparatively there aren't as many SURED OPINION OF
participants in some Pugh clubs. The THE STUDENT BODY
article fails to address that by and
large, mainstream Colby isn't interest- WAS MENTIONED, IT
ed in partidpating. Those involved in WAS AGAINST THE
dubs focusing on multiculturalism and
social justice have long known this to INTERLOCKING COMMITbe true. If you don't want to be a memTEE PROPOSAL.
ber thaf s fine, but you can't expect
these clubs to pull in larger numbers.
Already minority involvement in Pugh mittees and the other four would be
dubs is drastically disproportional to serving on two committees. At best
the general population. The only thing this system will serve to create a lot disthat will change this unfortunate statis- cussion and little action, but since the
tic is the greater involvement of specific duties of each committee isn't
even defined dearly I doubt that any
Colby's majority.
meaningful discussion will be possible.
During the meeting it was dear that
...th ese clubs , by
I was not alone in my opinion of the
proposal. About a dozen students satvirtu e of their
in on the meeting and several spoke
sub j ect matter ,
out against it. A member of the
Women's
Group told presidents counhav e an inherent
cil that even members of Women's
disadv anta ge while
Group were not ready for a committee
that
would deal with issues of gender
workin g Inside the
and sexism. Several hall presidents
related to the council how their resifr amework of
dents thought that the original proposwhite , upper class
al was adequate and the new proposal
should not be passed. In fact, each and
americ a: i.e. colb y.
eveiy time the direct and measured
opinion of the student body was menRebecca Soloman claims that the tioned, it was against the interlocking
Regardless,
offices in the Pugh "are- dead" and it committee proposal.
"would liven up the center" to have many other presidents continued to
mainstream dubs there. Every day Pm promote the proposal, citing
in the Pugh center I see people study- Humphreys' eloquence and their
ing, serializing, and organizing activi- assumed opinion of the student body.
In the end the ego of our student
ties. By what definition are these
government
won and the proposal
offices dead? I have a hard time compassed
17
to
8.
prehending what some people think
I would like to thank the eight presthe Pugh Center is for, The building
idents
who voted against the proposal,
came about from the hard work and
including
my hall president, Jutika
dedication of a group called the
Students of Color United for Change. Kalghatgi, for listening to the voice of
The building is for the fostering and the student body. I would like to ask
exploration of issues of social justice. the remaining presidents, Who do you
Yes, other clubs deserve better phone represent?
and computer resources but to try to
Nathan Boland '01
move them into the Pugh Center at the
cost of dubs that do tackle these multicultural concerns is, in effect, an
attempt at stealing from the intended
purpose of this building and of all ihe
clubs within. • . . '•

Veteran 's Day
should be celebrated

Does anyone realize what last
Thursday,November 11was? Ifs not
that important, I'm sure that all of you
are busy, like myself, and have more
important things to do such as raising
another $141 million for the endowment. Tlie Importance of November
Aft er at tendi ng the President 's 11 is something that transcends dollar
Council meeting on Wednesday, signs, multicultural committees, or
November 10, 1was a little more than whatever small-time issue that you
disappointed,. As you may know the are too busy contemplating. Let me
Council voted on whether to enact Ben end the su spense, November 11 was
Griffin Monahan '00

Hum phrey 's propos
al bad for Colby

YOU SEE THE ADMINISTRATION DIDN'T
EVEN GIVE THIS DAY
A THOUGHT.

NO

ANNOUNCEMENT ON
THE WEB PAGE, NO
MOMENT OF SILENCE ,
PRAYER , OR EVEN A
RECOGNITION WHATSOEVER OF THIS
HOLIDAY BESIDES A
FLAG AT HALF-MAST.
VeteransDay.
Now for us students: most of you
out there probably didn't even realize
what day it was either. Donit feelbad
though. I'm ashamed at myself for
not noticing until it was too late. Ifs
not your fault. You see the administration didn't even give this day a
thought. No announcement on the
web page, no moment of silence,
prayer, or even a recognition whatsoever of this holiday besides a flag at
half-mast. I bet you didn't even
notice that. No, I understand that
you were probably too busy doing a
lab, taking a class, doing homework,
or whatever you regular Thursday
routine is. I was too.
When administration set the
schedule for this fall, they put aside
dates for Columbus Day (Fall Break),
and
Thanksgiving,
Christmas/Hanukah. Granted, these
are all important days and deserve to
be observed. But can any one of you
honestly tell me that Veterans' Day is
not among them, deserving its recognition? What is one Thursday in
November compared with the thousands of Americans who have given
their lives for this country and the millions more who have put their lives,
their faith into this country to defend
you and your families? (Need I remind
administration what country this
school is located in?) Surely Christmas
is important to mfe. Thanksgiving ;alsb
is; Hm sorry though; I can hardly dassify either as being as important to me
as Veterans' day.
The administration should hang
their heads down in shame. For those
of you who may have never noticed
before, on the main flagpole, there is a
memorial to all of thoseColby students
who have given their lives in our
nationis wars. Yes thaf s right, at one
time Colby actually placed the good of
our country above the academic needs
of our students. You don't have to
think about our veterans on this day
only, it is never a bad time to remember, think about, or thank them. So to
every student here, whether or not you
have relatives or friends who have put
their lives on the line for this country,it
is never too late to honor them.
Dave August '02

M
ing abroad iri the hopes of satisfying ;
one wellnesscredit came back from the
registrar to, the dressed up tune of NO.
George Colemanexplained that he gets
too many individual requests for wellness projects, and he cannot approve
them all. I respect that. What I'd like
to know is this: What kind of selectiv_ ty in tihe name of overall wellness is the
registrar exercising by allowing stu- <
dents to fulfill complete wellness credit in holding a winter ski pass or at the
last minute, setting up chairs for grad^'
uation? Is the Colby administration
saying that those who can afford wellness credit or who wait -until the last
minute are deserving of credit? Some,
people can shell out a couple hundred
dollars for a ski pass and use it once or
twice, but what about those who don't 1^
have that privilege? This is not a level
playing field for all students. Other
wellness pursuits are far more worthy
of credit. How does the registrar
decide that the January EMT class1
amounts to nothing in the way of well:
ness, while unfolding a couple of
chairs in front of the library makes one
WHAT KIND OF SELECTIVITY IN THE NAME

"

OF OVERALL WELL-

,

NESS IS THE REGISTRAR EXERCISING BY
ALLOWING STUDENTS

*
TO FULFILL COMPLETE ' <
WELLNESS CREDIT IN
HOLDING A WINTER SKI j
PASS OR AT THE LAST !
MINUTE, SETTING UP
CHAIRS FOR GRADUATION?

;
-

more rounded and aware of healthierl
lifestyles? And for students with extras
curricular activities, such as musi.
rehearsals, that conflict with every1
scheduled wellness lecture, should we'
have; . to ,sacrifice consistent involve^-i
ment in and commitment to student
organizations in the noble name 0.
**;
wellness credit? Absolutely not.
I believe in wellness credit wheh it
is equally accessible to all students, but* .
Colby does not currently have that in>
place. Maybe this means scheduling;
wellness lectures for a weeknight and a*
weekend day? Until the administration can make a REASONABLE andUNIFORM dedsion with the help of.
student input on what activities war-"
rant wellness credit, I say that any ere-*1
:¦
ative idea is fair game.
Sarah Goodrich 'OH

Why most freshman
go abroad?

Most people involved in college
education are aware that during first- - <
semester of freshman year, much
bonding takes place that is important
for the remainder of one's college
Why is the compilation of a recipe career. How strange, then, when Colby
book for students studying abroad any places such importance on returningmore bogus than setting up chairs at seniors to campus, it is at the expense!
of lowly freshmen who are sent to<
graduation?
Colby's wellness policy or severe England for the first semester. Imagine'
lack thereof needs to be redefined. the second semester struggle to inte- '
Let's first establish that I'm in favor of grate oneself into the sodal fabric of *
i
wellness credit. Overall physical, emo- Mayflower Hill,
Dare I say that the current administional, and spiritual well being is a
great idea, but the policy on how those trators never had to face such a daunt-"
conditions are met needs to be uniform ing task-and no freshman should have 1
,
.
to do sol
across the board.
A recent response to my petition to
A Lawrence Barr '63
create a cookbook of simple, healthy,
economical recipes for students study-

What' s up with
Wellness Credit?

Find the truth on television
world , that rarely cuts it. Despite
many attacks from the art world,
shame has prevailed over truth in
our society. Now more than everthough, television has been comJeffrey Calareso ing through for shameless honesty.
Of course, I despise television
"I • believe in America. First
in general. When people speak of
line from "The Godfather" or new the wonders of a world in which
name for this column?
there are 500 or 1000 channels, I
. My faith in American culture feel there need only be perhaps
has been restored recently with
half a dozen. Specifically, I would
the advent of television's indul- be content if all other channels
gence in truth.
were abandoned while the pro¦
- The truth hurts, sure, but it's a
gramming was improved on CNN
good kind of hurt. Truth, you see,
(just news, no shows), ESPN (just
is one of my proudest virtues. I
Spoitscenter, NFL, MLB, and
think the world would be a far
NHL), an MTV/VH1 hybrid (just
more wonderful place if more peovideos and VH1 shows), Animal
ple spoke the truth instead of hid- Planet
(just
that
fearless
ing behind conventions and dis- Australian guy), and Comedy
guises.
Central (no more bad movies).
.' . America, as we all know, was
Also, there must be a Simpsons
founded on Puritan beliefs. Shame channel; this is for the betterment
was a major part of the Puritan's of society and is an unarguable
life. This shame in part relied point, I feel.
upon the repression of true human
But one channel, which I fordesires. In college, many of us merl had no need for, has
y
drink to lose our inhibitions, but redeemed itself. In the wake of the
by grad school or the outside

involve far too much production
to see the light of day before people have completely forgotten this
fad. Their show, "Survivor!" puts
16 peop le on an uninhabited
island (presumably except for a
HANDS OF A GUY
camera crew and their accommodations), where they must find
NAMED PUCK IS
their own food, build their own
NOT THE CENTERshelter, and beware of such hazards as sea-snakes, pythons and
PIECE OF EPISODE
wild pigs, according to the hype
AFTER EPISODE.
web page. Each week, the group
will vote to remove one member,
success of ABC's "Who Wants to until only, two remain, and then a
Be a Millionaire," in which special council will be formed to
Americans reassert their fondness pick between the two. The winner
for the multiple guess question gets $1 million.
They wil! be filmed 24 hours a
format in pursuit of the almighty
day,
7 days a week for later broaddollar, other networks have been
cast
as
13 one-hour segi-.ents.
brainstorming foi similar ideas.
Visions
of "The Running Man/'
Fox came up witii "Greed," basior
Real
World" meets "Lord
"the
cally the same show but instead of
the irritating Regis Philbin, the of the Flies" naturally danced into
frightening Chuck Woolery is the my mind. But these carry mostly
host. But, as this is Fox, the tagline negative connotations. The more I
is: "Seei how low people will go pondered this new show, the more
the beauty of it was revealed. Here
when $2 million is on the line."
And then there's CBS, my new is truth sold as truth. These are the
hero, whose idea will probably premises:

Devils
quoting
scripture

A WORLD WHERE
PEOPLE'S EMOTIONAL TRAUM/\ AT THE

Race and Colby

By MARK PAUSTENBACH

mittee that deals with that," we have
already lost the battle. Committees
are no substitute for real action and
On campus recently, there have- change. I am afraid, for the sake of
been discussions on a number of all those who worked so hard for
issues dealing with race, racism, change and for the mere discussion
multiculturalism and equal repre- of creating these new committees,
sentation for all students at Colby. that this will not happen.
As I recall, it was because nothing
More specifically, these dialogues
was
being done about race at Colby,
have focused on what exactly the
college should do to address these while a committee was working on
such matters, which led to the
issues.
As a member of the College takeover of President Cotter's office.
Affairs Committee, and more impor- I know that any new committee will
have
more
tantly, as a conpower than the
cerned
student
MY CONCERN IS
previous ones.
who truly cares
However, the
about these issues, THAT THE FERVOR
fact remains that
I would like to
things can stay
assess the potential WITH WHICH THESE
bottled up in
affect of the differ- COMMITTEES WERE
committee for a
ent
proposals
FORMED,
WILL
BE
long
time.People
which have been
forget
about
,,
,made and offer LOST IN THE DEEP
issues,
and
my. own suggesmovements for
tions for how to DARK CREVASSE OF
change have a
proceed.
A COMMITTEE THAT
very short half- In response to
life.
pressures from a MEETS EVERY OTHER
This leads me
number of stuTHURSDAY IN THE
to my . second
dents of color, as
observation
well as those who PHILSON LOUNGE.
about the movechampion
their
ment to expand
cause, both the
the
power
of
the
representative of
President's Council, the faculty,and
the
Pugh
Center
Alliance
and the
a number of committees have been
creation
of
a
Minority
Affairs
discussing the idea of a committee
on race and multicultural issues. Representative. Let us be clear about
After this article is printed, I am sure the differences between the two
there will be developments in the positions. The Pugh Center Alliance
debate to determine what exactly is Representative would effectively
perfect committee for Colby. represent the interests of those clubs
Whether the faculty and Presidents' housed in the Pugh Center, whereas
Council conclude that we need one the Minority Affairs Representative
single committee on multicultural- would represent the interests of
ism, one committee on race and one minority students on campus. I
on multiculturalism, or one with know there has been a push for the
55,000 interlocking committees and Pugh Center Alliance representative
a sovereign monarch with jurisdic- to have a vote on President's
tion over Johnson Pond and the ter- Council. That motion probably
ritory surrounding Lunder House is would not help the Pugh Center out
much at all. What the Pugh Center
not what is important.
Any new committee will focus Alliance should strive for, is a seat
more on some issues than on others. on the Executive Council and the
Inevitably, some ideas will not be cabinet. There, the PCA representadiscussed in as much detail as some tive would be able to sponsor more
members of the community would activities with the help of the
like. My concern is that the fervor Cultural and Social Chairs , and
w ith which these comm ittees w ere advise other members of the SGA
forme d, will be lost in the deep dark abou t issues that concern the Pugh
crevasse of a committee that meets Center and its affiliated clubs and
every other Thursday in the Philson organizations. If the PCA representative simpl y had a vo te on President's
Lounge.
Do not get me wrong, I think Council , they would be voting on
committees are a step in the right legisl at ion , and not necessar ily repdirect ion, Neverthe les s, if we rele- resen ting the Pugh Center as a body
gate student leaders to a committee, of clubs, This movement to give the
and later say, " Sure, we are d ealing Pugh Center a voice on, the
with matters of race, we have a com- Executive Council has also led to
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
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Understanding the Wellness Requireme nt...

discussion of creating a Minority
Affairs Representative.
The notion of a Minority Affairs
Representative, as I see it, is to allow
for equal representation of all Colby
students/ by giving a voice to minority students on campus. There are
two reasons why I think that this is a
bad idea.
With respect to our campus constitution, this proposal would set a
very bad precedent. With the creation of such a position, you have
eradicated the notion of "one person, one vote." Under this proposal,
if I am a resident of Dana and a
minority student, then I have two
voices on campus., compared to the
one vote allocated to a non-minority
student on campos.
More importantly,the creation of
such a position also assumes that
minorities, due to whatever bias
may exist, cannot, be elected to positions of student government. This is
far from the truth. There are a number of hall presidents on Presidents'
Council this year who ran uncontested. In fact, there were halls in which
no one even bothered to enter the
contest! Because President's Council
is the main body through which
motions must pass in order to
become "law" at JZolby, is it fair to
say that minority students are given
plenty of opportunities to participate in student government. Finally,
there has been no evidence, to my
knowledge, that there is some form
of discrimination against minority
students when they choose to run
for office.
Secondly, such a proposal does
not make political sense. Instead of
putting all your energy into creating
a new position, students concerned
about minority affairs should simply
run for Presidents' Council! The
same amount of energy spent on getting this new position to pass could
be better spent electing five or six
hall presidents who care about these
issues. It is not that hard . Five or six
presidents creates a substantial voting block that would be taken seriously, while a single vote by a
Minority Affairs Representative can
easily be negated ,
I view these comments as a way
to promote dialogue at Colby, This is
wha t is really important. I hope
thes e thoug hts helped at least one
person to really think about the
issues before us at the present time.

Mark Paustenbauch is a
contr ibuting writer and the editor of
the PoUtcnl Aff airs Render
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Campaign '00 continues to heat up

the foreign minister of Mexico (whose
SUPPORT AND VOTE
name he didn 't mention) as an examheadlines. None of them have an actu- ple, "What I'm suggesting to you is, if
FOR A CANDIDATE
al shot, and if any of them do, especial- you can't name the foreign minister of
BECAUSE YOU AGREE
ly Trum p, I'm going to move to a more Mexico, therefore , you know, you're
intelligent country like Russia. I under- not capable about what you do. But
WITH WHERE HE
stand that many people have become the truth of the matter is you are,
STANDS ON THE
disillusioned with politics, but thaf s whether you are or not."
This
from
the
man
the
American
no reason to make a major national
ISSUES IMPORTANT
mistake and elect one of these people peop le hav e ma de the fr ontrunner in
TO YOU, NOT
the Republican race for the nominapresident.
So lets forget about these "candi- tion. People; lef s rethink our decision
BECAUSE HE'S THE
dates," and focus on those who have a a little.
Support and vote for a candidate
CANDIDATE YOU'RE
chance and make them focus on some
because you agree with where he
actual issues,
SUPPOSED TO VOTE
It doesn't bother me that much stands on the Issues important to you,
that George W. Bush couldn't name not because he's the candidate you're
FOR.
the leaders of Chechnya , Pakis t an, or supposed to vote for.
Al Gore has done many good
India. Althoug h his lack of knowlMcCain was a FOW in Vietnam,
edge on important figure in interna- things for the environment , and is and survived heroically at the Hanoi
tional politics is discouraging, it is at closely associated with the Clinton prison. But that does not make him a
least understandable. But what I administration , which has been both good presiden tial candidate. He's
found discouraging about his inter- a help and a hindrance to his cam- turned his Vietnam experience into a
view with Boston TV reporter Andy paign , But what bothers me about campa ign tactic and all that does is
Hiller was his belligerent attitude Gore is his reactionary campaigning. cheapen his own experience and those
towards being questioned. I think At first he's the Washington insider, of others as POWs ,
that typifies how his campaign has then he moves his campaign headBradley has worked in similar ways 7/
been run , He feels as if he doesn't quar ters to Tennessee to distance him- to capitalize on his career as a profes * ./ •
have to answer questions whether self from Washington. When Bradley sional baske tball player. What botn& j ^
they are about past drug use or cur- starts to gain ground on him, he pan- me about both of these tactics
Jflr _hat
ren t foreign policy, George W, Bush ics, and tries to be more like Bradle y. they have nothing to do
vrttyfj oliHaA
feels the presidency is his hy Now he's moving to becoming more office, I'd like to hear a IoV^m
about
birthright and the American people asser tive.
their past and mote abou y^^ they're
should understand that and stop askHis campaign has put sexual psy- going to do for the Amwhcan
pe^ j„
ing questions and bother ing him, And chologist Naomi Wolf on the payroll In the future. ,
f
.: ¦ r
until recently, the American people order to unlock his inner alpha male.
While I ' don y' thmk (hat Pat
have complied. Without McCain to To help Gore with this task , Wolf is Buchanan has tC
actual chance of,
Eut some hea t on him, Bush wouldn't paid a $5,000 a month consulting fee. becoming vrntytokYm/i still important
ave left his house ;
This is a joke, If Gore isn't careful, the to
¥•*,«« this race because h e ,
I am also bothered by Bush' s messages on education and healthcare willJ "P
be thei llj^iy Refoj-rt p,^- c^^ .
assessment of the situation in that he is trying to get across will be date/ and tivjFrefow
hold some power In
Pakistan , On Oct, 12, General Pervaiz overshadowed by his ever-changing foe nationa l
election less than a year
Musharraf took over control of the personality. Bradley has gained ground from now*/ '||
He m^y take conservs- ;
Pakistani government in a military because he's being himself, and Gore Is
¦ j J_J"'ttWfl y (rtm *• J^pwMloH*
coup. Bush' s statement was, "The suffering because he's .till trying to
and hurt his chance *. ,
'
new Pakistani general he's just been find out who he Is. ¦' ¦'. '. '. . il . ' i,-// ^ '. b ^jj pate
oven
wlm
my
liberal
jBut
Was,
I
find
elected-not elected, this guy just took
McCain ahd Bradley have" to be
jjjywlf for the first time rooting Ibr
oyer office. It appears this guy is paid attention to, because the people of , Buchanan. Because whether he tallies
going to bring stability to the country , Now Hampshire like nothing moj^r It or not, If he's tha Refbmt
Party canand I think mat's good news for the than an upseUnd they listen toj ^J ||H- didate, his only accomplish ment
will *
'
Subcontinent. " . . . 'V yyy ^ O ';
dans who j ^^^shootw ^ose likely be
getting a Democrat elected. {
Stabil ity? I've found generals ' that two men hfive put thsWjj ea Iri poslstage military coups aw always good JfW •# »*ge these upwtpnd mainly , ,
for stability. And then there's Bush's W»|:their woul«Wer" perw tiaU- :' L ¦ ' ¦ ,: ' * '
¦ ¦¦ ' ¦
¦l. i 7 ; *i^^ .li 'fc ^ .^¦ . ^Vv w
wy
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1
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•Money: Americans want admitting the truth. And ifs only
money. $1 million is a good costing them $1 million.
amount. We'd like to have $1 milWe'll all know exactly why the
lion.
contestants are subjecting them•No script: Hollywood has vir- selves to the show, to the invasion
tually no good writing. I'm sure of privacy, to the rigors of island
there are good writers there, but survival: greed. We will be able to
their ideas get consolidated far justify not participating ourselves
before they make the screen. A when tragedy strikes, saying,
good honest show must be in the "Well, I'm not greedy enough to
vein of "The Real World," "Real do that.".And then we'll go back
TV," "Cops," "The Jerry Springer to our complicated, convoluted
Show" or any other script-less lives where things, aren't so sim"humans in their natural habitat" ple'..
idea.
We're all in pursuit of money;
•Real Suffering: But what is ifs. simply a matter of how many
humanity's natural habitat? "The degrees we've separated ourselves
Real World" says ifs a luxurious from that cause, how many shields
townhouse for jobless twenty- we hide greed behind. For once I
somethings. Perhaps the idea can say that at least on television
would work better if a group of there are Americans reduced to
strangers were forced to be less their true selves. And on a netsuperficial. A world where peo- work show, too
ple's emotional trauma at the
hands of a guy named Puck is not
the centerpiece of episode after
episode.
In my opinion, this "Survivor!"
show is evidence that at least
J effrey Cp lareso is a weekly
some people at CBS have begun
columnist for the Echo.
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"Macbeth" takes center stage this weekend
LIZ FRANKEL

reached. Describing her constant motion of
wringing her hands together to remove that
STAFFWRITER
famous "damned spot," a gentlewoman says "It
Ominous music plays as the actors slowly is an accustomed action with her." This is no lie take their places on the arc of black platforms. In guilt-driven madness is now truly customary in
the style of a Greek chorus they speak in unison, the castle.
The eerie and ominous tone set up by witches
"Alas, poor country, almost afraid to know
and
the frequent murders is also echoed in the
itself. It cannot be called our mother, but our
fact
that
the actors seem to appear and disappear
grave."
from
the
stage. The functional part of the set
Ok ay, so William Shakespeare's "Th e
(desi
gned
by Jim Thurston) consists of an almost
Tragedy of Macbeth" does not constitutea lightcomplete
circle
of multi-leveled black platforms.
hearted evening at die theatre, but what the play
Actors
enter
and
exit from both off-stage and
lacks in. laughter, it makes up for in swordstools
la
c
ed
on
th
e
platforms, where perf ormers
p
fi ghts, witches, evil deeds and heroic action. Not
to mention intellectual content and poetry that often sit when they are not actively partidpating
could only have been written by The Bard him- in the drama. The appearing/disappearing effect
is caused most actors playing multiple roles and
self.
The first character to step out of the group, scene changes are frequent so it is easy to miss an
then lay wounded on the ground , is "a bloody actor take or leave his seat on the stool when one
sergeant" (Neil Reynolds '03). He is instanta- is watching the action in the center of the cirde.
Curtains of metal chains hang on stage, as
neously surrounded by the three witches (Junko
well
, and there are black partitions with subtle
Goda '01, Becky Sharp '02 and Whitney Lawton
etchings
behind the platforms. Thurston
'00), later referred to as "black and midnight
exp
lained
that
his goal in designing the set was to
hags" who struggle for his flag, ripping it in
"theatrical
create
a
environment to stage the
three.
"
He
wanted
the
actors and the costumes to
play.
Returning victorious from battle, Macbeth
stand
out
and
tell
the
story. However, he did not
(Todd Miner '01), newly named the Thane of
Cawdor, encounters the witches, who tell him want to design a perform ance spa ce for any play
that he "shalt be king here after! " When Lady but for this play specificall y.
To him, the etchings in the panels evoke both
Macbeth (Stacy Erickson '01) first hears of the
prophesy via a letter, she is incited and intrigued fissures, symbolic of the kingdom under
by the prospect. After reading the news and mus- Macbeth's rule, and trees, either dead or alive.
ing upon its contents, a messenger (Jeff Williams Trees are physically important in the play in that
'02) appears to say that (surprise, surprise,) the the witches prophesize that Macbeth will "never
king (Ben Schlitt '00) is coming to dinner. That vanquished be until Great Birnam Wood" arrives
night! Lady Macbeth then calls for spirits to fi- on his doorstep. The tree-likeetchings also tie into
ber "from the crown to toe top-full of the direst the notion of the family tree, in terms of heirs to
the throne, and the tree of life is most certainly at
cruelty."
When the Thane of Cawdor arrives at his cas- issue in the play, as well.
The circle configuration of the platforms was
tle, his wife greets him with losses and a murdermeant
to be thought-provoking as well. The cirWhile
Lad
Macbeth
talks
of
the
lot
ous plan.
y
p
she has concocted and appears almost aroused by de of life comes to mind, as does the shape of a
the idea, Macbeth seems wishy-washy, to say the king's crown and a witches cauldron. The action
least. A true testament to the power of a woman's generally occurs in the circle's center, barkening
will, King Duncan is killed that night and back to the importance the center holds—he who
Macbeth is crowned the following day. The coro- is in the center is in charge and but along with
nation resembles a sexual ritual as Lady Macbeth power, the center comes with responsibility.
In describing her design concept, Pamela
places the crown on her husband's head then lets
Scofield,
guest professional costume designer,
him do the same to her. It is not a moment of
talked
of
"peering
national celebration; forethr
o
ug
h
the
dark
always
shadowing Macbeth's
OKAY
SO
WILLIAM
,
trying
to
figure
out
whaf s
reign, the royal couple is
going on." This notion
alone for the ceremony.
SHAKESPEARE 'S "THE
recalls Macbeth's stateDuncan's sons (Erik
ment that "function is
Bowie '00 and Lauren TRAGEDY OF MACBETH"
smothered in surmise,
'03)
flee
Calimeris
DOES NOT CONSTITUTE A
and nothing is but what is
Scotland to avoid their
not." Scofield's stage
father's fate and Macbeth LIGHT-HEARTED EVENING
dothes come in layers of
soon murders Banquo
AT THE THEATRE, BUT
various
textures and col(Jeff Libby '00), his most
ors,
some
of which can
loyal follower , to avoid a WHAT THE PLAY LACKS IN
been
seen
through.
challenge to his reign. It
Director
Richard
is also for this reason that LAUGHTER , IT MAKES UP
Sewell
exp
lained
that the
he murders th e wife and FOR IN SWORD-FIGHTS,
d
i
ffer
i
ng
design
concepts
children of the prominent
blended well together and
noble Macduff (Mich ael WITCHE S, EVIL DEEDS AND
with his own ideas to
Eller 'OO).
HEROIC ACTION.
"become the ingred ients
Macbeth is by no
of a very potent spell"
means a cold-blooded
that is the total produckiller an d though she tries valiantly to be one,
La dy Macbeth is not either. Even before he mur- tion. He listed three goals as his primary fod in
dered Duncan , Macbeth was seeing imaginary directing:
His first was "to keep the Macbeths young."
daggers. After ordering Banquo dead, he sees his
The
play was written to be performed by middlefriend's ghost sitting on his stool at that evening's
actors
as if Macbeth was in mid-career. Since this
feast. The Scottish nobles look on with curiosity as
is
a
college
production, Sewell aimed not to
Macbeth speaks to what they believe is the air,
ignore
his
actors'
ages but to work with them. He
Lying to excuse her husband , Lad y Macbeth says
"Think of this, good peers, but as a thing of cus- dedded his Macbeth would be glimpsing political
tom ," trying to imply that he does this frequently prospects for the first time with his new title.
SeweU's second goal was to "find ways in
and that the nobles should go back to the festiviwhich these characters are not just bloody psyties without concern.
By the end of the play,Macbeth is visibly hag- chopaths but also human beings who hurt themgard and wroug ht with guilt and Lady Macbeth selves as much as they hurt other people." He rechas arrived at point of insanity her husband never ognizes the fact that it "is hard to have a great deal

By

Todd Miner '01 as MacBeth and Stacy Erikson '01 as Lad y MacBeth.

COMMUNICATIONS

of sympathy" for the characters but also recog- would set around eight. In the time between, the
nized that "hard doesn't mean impossible."
teenage Sewell would "wander through the blueThird, Sewell aimed "to keep the horror show berry barrens and recite 'Macbeth.'" He still
¦under control." He wanted steer dear of the path recalls running along reriting the battle scenes
many directors have taken and not turn his pro- when he came across a group of blueberry pickers
duction into what he referred to as an who seemed just as surprised to see him as he
"Elizabethan version of the 'Rock y Horror Picture was to see them.
Show.'" There are witches, apparitions and sword
Colby audiences are not _ie only ones who
fi ghts but these take a back seat to the human ele- will be seeing this production of "Macbeth," how, .
ment in his production.
ever., R epresent atives, from the Kennedy Center
Sewell did not want the emphasis to be on the Amer
ican College Theater Festival will behere, as
Macbeths specificall y,but rather on "what having well. Adjudicators from the Festival usually
a tyrant couple does to a nation." In this vein, he attend Colby 's faculty-directed productions, givadapted existing speeches and dialogues about ing feedback to the cast and crew and selecting
the state of the kingdom into choral odes spoken two actors to audition for the Irene Ryan Act ing
in unison by the whole cast. The play open s with Scholarsh ip Program at the Regional Festival at
one and three others appear throughout.
the end of January.
Sewell is by no means an amateur playing
"Macbeth," however , is enter ed as an ent ire
with Shakespeare, however. This production will production and three students will be selected to
be his ninth of "Macbeth" alone. His first was as a compete in the Irene Ryan Program. If the show is
student in an arts high school,where he directed selected from among other productions entered in
and played the lead in a one-hour version. His the New England region , it will be performed ,
first professional production was at M aine's along with six others, at the Regional Festival at
Camden (outdoor) Amphitheater in I960, which the University of New Hampshire. In the spring,
he said opened to "16 uninterrupted days of rain four to six shows from among the eight regions
and fog." Sewell was also involved in three pro- will be showcased at The Kennedy Center in
ductions at the nearby Theatre at Monmouth, Washington D.C. The last Colby product ion to go
which he founded in 1970, He directed the the- to the Regional Festival was David Mamef s
ater 's first "Macbeth" in 1971 and produced and "American Buffalo ," directed by Joylynn Wing in
1995.
played multiple small roles in two subsequent
productions there. He directed the Scottish play
Macbeth will be performed Nov. 19-20 and
twice at private high schools and once before at Dec; 34 in Strider Theater in Runnals at 8 p,m.
Colby, when he first arrived in the mid-1970s.
For box office information & ticket purchase
The next question that must be asked then is: during production week call 872-3358. The box
"are you sick of it yet?"
office is open from 4-6 p.m, Monday-Thursday
"No!" he replied with horror,
and 4-show-time Friday-Saturday. For informaNot only is Sewell still in love with the play tion and ticket purchase at all times go to
but he has it memorized. Yes, all of it, When he www.colby.edu/perf,arts/ . Tickets are $2 for
was 16 and working at the Maine State Game Colb y students and senior citizens and $3 genFarm he would finish work at four and the sun eral admission.
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Are you a born leader? Do you want to work fo r a hot
Internet start -up?
\

VarsityBooks.com is looking for student leaders from
colleges nationwide to become Lead Campus Reps.
&a paid member of our team, you will hire __JL___
and directa staff to carry out VarsityBooks.comls ^_____
VML
marketing efforts on your campus.
_L^iS___l
Wondering ,yhat trie pay is? Compensation H@^H
includes an hiiurly wage,stock options
Wjj ^ H
and a performancebonus.
J__I^__V
_
___r ___f__.
This job Is a great toayto earn money while
V Hfl L
gaining valuable & X p«rlanc« , If you are
M "^^ B
Interested, send an e-ihwil with your name,
^^^ Bj
school and contact Info rmation to: "
_______\\\_ \\\\\\\\\m
replnqulrlei0v«raltybo <Jjci.tom
@HI____________j

arts and founder of the Theater at
Monmouth. 8 pm, Strider Theater.
y
- Cowboy Mouth at the Asylum in
"> -b
Portland
Saturday, November 20
- Music at Colby Concert Series:
Collegium Musicum presents
"From Chapel to Coffee House:
Music by Purcell and His
Contemporaries ," under the direc- ^
tion of Kathryn Lowerre. 8 pm, .< *¦
Lorimer Chapel.
- Macbeth Performance at Colby: 8 *
7'' .; ' •';', ' b
pm, Strider Theater,
- Salt 'n Pepa at Bowdoin , : ,t
- Megadeth at the Central 'Maine
Civic Center in Lewiston : .:b!b •!

4

5 pm - 8*30 pm, Cbtl le^ Union
Lobby. On December 9, % and il, <
the 30th Annual ?ery ^ o^Ci«_l8 _
and Lights wUl be heli tnlCol^y
'Colleg^B
¦ . Lbrimer C^aMli' iJ iiiY;-' ,| «

• ¦ ¦: ¦ : ¦ b-v* !; m;*.;« . i
Tuesday,

l < x,%.
i^___^____l
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Fmm left, seniors Atinalise Blech, Morgan Milncr, and Hal Ferguson perform in Anton Chekhov 's
comic farce "The Marria ge Prcp osaW' Tlte packed house in the Maty low Coffeehouse tvas treated
^^^^^^^^HhhI^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H ' ; , ; t o theperfor pt MM which treated to the performance, which was directed by Nicola Grasso '00.
;• I y
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associate professor of performing

Monday, November 22
- Ticket Distribution for Service of
Carols and Lights
.. I

fl

___R___l___^ffimRI_M_H____^________H

Friday, November 19
- Blue Lights Spa Concert: Theme:
Superheroesl Colbyettes to open. 7
pm, Joseph Family Spa.
4
- Macbeth Produc tion at Colby:
This is the eighth time Richard
Sewell has directed the Shakespeare
traged y. Sewell, who first played
the lead role at age 18,is an adjunct

¦,
Sunday, November 21
- Protestant Chapel Servicer 1 jim, ^
Lorimer Chapel. ! * ' '[ > ' ; '< *¦ ' •" '..'*' /
i
- Catholic Mass : 4*30, pm; Lonrjler
,
!
<
Chapel.
- Filter at the State,Theater in
"i
¦
Portland

¦

¦'•• ' •
¦
¦ ¦ ¦ " '¦
*7 '••> ¦ V"J *- ' ""' *' *

Thursday- November 18
- Social Sriences and Hunianities -<
Colloquium Series: "Rousseau on
Conscience an d Virtue ," with Joeph
of t
Reisert,
Department Y
Government. 12:30 pni - 1 pm,
PhUson Loun ge, Cotter Union.
- International Studies Program
Lecture: "Dayton is Failing! The
Threat of Renewed War in 'Bosnia ,^ :
and the Balkans," with Dr. James
Lyon, Ph.D in Balkan History from 4,
UCLA and Director of the ,
International Crisis Group in
Sarajevo. Dr. Lyon has been in ¦,
Bosnia for the past four years, and
has been invited to the. United
States to participate in an^offidal
commemoration of ihe "fourth
anniversary of the Dayton Accords, ;
^
and will also be consulting with
policy makers in Washington dur- If
ing his visit. Do not miss this
unique opportunity to listen to.an ^
expert on the ground who is intricately familiar with the situation in
a strategic region at a historic juncture. 4:30 pm, Rob ins Room ,
Roberts Union.
Art Department Lecture: *>
"Caravaggio an d Violence," with
4
Art History Professor John Varrino,
Ph.D. from the University of-o
Michigan and one of the foremost
voices on Italian Baroque art and
architecture. 4:30 pm, Bixler 154.
- Women's Studies Colloquia: '"In
Indian Ink': Gender and Politics in
the Anglo-Indian Romance, 18801900." Talk given by Anindyo Roy,
Assistant Professor of English. 4:30
pm, Whitney Room, Roberts Union.
Charles River Associates 4
Information Session: 6:30 pm,
Smith Room, Roberts Union. *'
Sponsored by Career Services
.
- SGA Event: "The Meeting":
Though they lived parallel lives,
fighting for the same cause in very
different ways, Martin Luther King
Jr. and Malcolm ' X. never ) -met.
Until..,"The Meeting." 7 pm; Given
Auditorium,Bixler Building;
i,
- Colb y Pilm Society-Breaker
Morant: an Australian courtroom ^
drama that takes place during; the 4
Boer War: 7:30 pm -10 pm, Keyes
105. Intro by Professor Rodman
- "The Cherr y Orchard" by. Anton
Ch ekov to be performed at
Bowdoin, 8 p.m.

November 23 j
- Coffee House i ' E^hUi i ! Bill
Berlingh off and Torn Berger ot die
Math Dept. Will host an InfonWal 4
gathering for those wWb 'wish to
fling, play, or toft llnten tb 'folk songs «
made for sharing. Brfog ypur .voice,,, !
'
instrument , and /br/yb tir : ms.
^11
are welcome. 7 pm * 9i^) pm, Coffee
-v.
r . *
' -0
House. ' ¦ '
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Colby Improv has packed house rolling in thf ^sles
By GBSfA DiBELLA

member who graduated last
year.
Raphael commented mat "the
audience was incredible, but
thaf s what we tend to expect
and they never disappoint."
Added Birnholz, "I've never
seen so many people stacked on
top of each other. Wehad a great
time."
The group is planning one
more performance during the
semester, prior to exams in
December. Raphael also mentioned that the group is "currently in the process of drafting a
constitution because, ironically
enough/ we are not recognized
as a dub."Birnholz explains that
Improv "has no set leader, but
we all take on different roles."
For instance, he is in charge of
scheduling times and locations
for performances, while other
members coordinate practice
times and other aspects of the
performances.
Looking ahead to the future,
the group will lose Birnholz next
semester when he goes abroad
but both Cochrane and Luth
will be back. Bowie mentioned
that the group may hold auditions for new members although
there are no definite plans as of
yet.
Of the group, Raphael concluded "I feel the greatest thing
about Improv is that we play
pretend. Ifs going back to what
almost everyone did when they
were kids. Ifs not only a way to
feel young again, but a way to
apply that great childhood feeling to what we are now. I think
thaf s a lot of the appeal to people who watch us. We play pretend and ifs justified."

STAFFWRITER

y > .Colby Improv held their second show of the year Saturday
night in front of a full house at
the ,Spa. The group's perforina^ge was eagerly awaited by
^nio^flian a, hundred Colby studeititsi looking to experience one
ofY^e mbst popxdar and entertaining;groups on carnpus. The
show ran for almost an hour and
a half, preceded by a two-song
set ,b y. the co-ed a cappella
group, the Megalomaniacs, and
was- received warmly by the
crowd.
Improv was pared down to
seven members this year with
the. loss of six seniors and
Mandy Cochrane'01 and Stu
Luth . 'Ol, who are studying
abroad. Auditions were held
earlier _iis semester to find three
new members, Amanda Rei '02,
Ivan McGee '03, and Laura
•Thomason '03, who made their
debuts at the group's performance over Parents' Weekend.
Improv member Jory Raphael
"TO commented that die group
"faced a challenge when we
were auditioning, because we
didn't .want to take too many
new people. We unanimously
took the three new people we
have now; and we're thrilled
with them."
member
Matt
: Fellow
Birnholz '01 added enthusiastically "we're really proud of our
new members. They really came
through Saturday night; they
just lit it up. They proved withouta doubt that they are the continuing legacy of Colby Improv,
and I think they will carry the
torch quite well."
Member Erik Bowie '00 concurred, saying, "I thought the
A&E Editor Ryan Davis also
new members had strong
contributed to this report.
shows/'
The group ran through more
than ten skits in their time on
the Spa stage, maintaining a
huge crowd throughout the
show. "Interview" consisted of
Rei interviewing Raphael about
his "cosmetic creating" techniques, as Bowie's hands
manipulated his movements.
Popular skit "Fishbowl," in
which random lines submitted
by the audience are worked into
an unrelated story, found Rei
and Monty Hobson'02 playing a
father and daughter visiting the
Alamo.
/v New
skit
"Greenwich
Village" involved McGee,
Thomason, and Birnholz waxing
poetic on the topic of bowling,
Their final skit was called
"Death in a Minute" which pitted half the cast against the other
half in a competition to see who
could come up with more ways
to die in places selected by the
audience, including Wal-Mart
AMITY BURR / THE COLBY ECHO
and a corn field. The skit featured an impromptu cameo by At Saturday's show, the Colby Improv team demonstrated their versatility. Led by Matt
audience
member
Jess Birnholz '01 and J ory Raphael '02, the team kept the packed crowd laughing, and grinning
Williamson '99, a former Improv f r om ear to ear.
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Stone TenrpleMots lose
their edge, Ani DiFranco
regains hers

Artist: Stone
Temple Pilots
Album: "No. 4"
Label: Atlantic

Rating: C

The Stone Temple Pilots'
new release "No. 4" has
been largely billed as a
comeback album. Since its
inception in the early 90's,
the b and has enjoyed a
good deal of success, at one
point being labeled one of
the most successful bands
of the grunge movement.
By far the greatest obstacle
to the band's success has
been the drug habits of this lead singer,
Scott Weiland. After STP's first two
albums, "Core" and ""Purple" became
chart-topping hits, Weiland's heroin
addiction became apparent, and he had a
long stay, in drug rehab. During this stay
in rehab, rumors of the band's breakup
were widely circulated. However, the
band leturned to dispel such rumors in
1996 with "Tiny Music," which turned
out to be a major commercial disappointment. After the mediocre Tiny
Music tour, Weiland suffered a relapse in
his battle against addiction, and once
again wound up in rehab. This time the
other members of the band were not so
patient and the band did break up.
Weiland released a solo album, and the
band's other members formed a new
band, Talk Show, which broke up shortly
after its first release.
Now, STP is back with "No. 4." With
Weiland's drug problems out of the way
for now, the band can finally begin to
deal with many of the musical issues and
identity crises that have faced grunge
bands in the post-grunge era. Some have
turned their music toward other veins of
music. The Foo Fighters, heir to
Nirvana's legacy, have embraced elements of power pop, for example, and
Pearl Jam has turned to mainstream
music. Other bands, Like Soundgarden,
have been forced to break up, finding
themselves unable to adapt. On "No. 4,"
STP largely fails to make the transition to
the post-grunge era. To make matters
worse, the band's talent for making
grunge music seems to be wearing thin.
The guitar lines and solos are simpler
than on previous albums. In an attempt

echo@colby.edu
BUY RECYCLED.
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Artist: Am DiFranco
Title: "To the Teeth"
Label: Righteous Bab e
Music

Ratin g: B+

I first heard Ani Difranco in high
school, and from the moment I listened
to her album "Not a Pretty Girl," I hated
it. Actually, I didn't hate it as much as I
was afraid of it. I had heard that kind of
anger delivered in driving punk rock,
but never in folk music. Ani has an
uncanny ability to play complex and
soothing acoustic guitar while delivering blistering diatribes on the evils of
capitalism, racism and sexism. I quickly
developed a taste for Ani's unique brand
of fierce political folk. Maybe this is why
Ani's last two albums, "Little Plastic
Castles" and "Up Up Up Up Up Up,"
bothered me. In my eyes, "Little Plastic
Castles" seemed to mark the mainstreaming of Ani's music at the price of
sacrificing her unique musical style. On
"Up Up Up Up Up Up Up," Ani's music
seemed to be lacking the anger that had
startled and impressed me so. The most
popular track from the album, "I'm Not
Angry Anymore" only confirmed what I
saw to be a great loss in
Ani's music.
With Ani's latest
release, "To The Teeth," I
am happy to announce
that Ani is angry again.
The album's title track is
a tender folk ballad with
explosive rage in the antiNRA lyrics, Over the
intricate acoustic guitar
work, Ani softly croons,
"Are we really gonna
sleep through an other
century while the rich
profit off our blood?" Of
course, angry folk isn't
the extent of the alburn.
On "Freaksh ow" the
ange r sp ills over from the
lyrics into the music,
which offers a lot both to
fans of folk and to rock
fans, On this song and
thr oughout the al bum , Ani makes extensive use of a horn sect ion, a musical element not at all characteristic of Ani's
prev iou s al bums, but not at all inappropriate to this album. Check out both of
these tracks as well as "Swing" and "I
Kn ow Th is Bar ", Throug hout the alburn,
Ani manages to return to her trademark
angry folk while throwing in enough
surprises to keep you on your toes as
you listen. "To The Teeth" is definitely a
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Sam Heck is the Echo CD reviewer aud
Music Director for V/MHB
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mers of hope in the darkness. The track
"Church on Tuesday" po ints to a more
roots-rock sound, someth ing like the
band Tonic, Also, the al bum 's haunt ing
closer, "Atlanta" sounds a lot like some
of Weiland's more successful solo work,
complete with soaring vocals and an
orchestrated string section. For the fan of
edgier mus ic, the track "Sex and
Violence" is the album 's best example of
hard hitting rhythm and layered guitar.

So look for and buy produ cts made
from recycled materlalfl , And don't fo^
get to -celebrate America RecyclesDay
on November 13th.
It would mean the world to vw, For *
free brochure , cull 1-800-CWX-EDFor '
visit owr w-b ftlte nt www.edf.or g

Serving Colby &
Waterville for
years
Largest com pany
In town
|
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to compensate , the ban d has t urne d up
the distort ion , a move that mak es the
band sound more and more like 80's ha ir
metal,.There are, however , a few glim-

If STP takes the cue from this album,
"No. 4" could mark the beginning of a
new sound for the band. If not, it will
lead the way for a series of disappointing attempts to regain their former glory.
This album marks one of two things: the
death of STP or its possible rebirth;
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Admissio n charges
for SGA films
exp lained

"BEING JOHN MALKOVICH''

—^-— a imng-bending comic tantasy
By JENNIFER WQRDEN

Direc t ed by Spike J onze

STAFFWRITER

What would it be like to be able
to see the world from within
someone else's head? This is the
question posited by the recently
released "Being John Malkovich."
Starring John Cusack, Cameron
Diaz, Catherine Keener, and of
course John Malkovich, it is a nippy ride through the psychoses and
relationship s between Keener,
Diaz, and Cusack.
Cusack is Craig Schwartz, a
would-be puppeteer married to
Lotte (Diaz), a frumpy animal
lover. When Craig finally gets a
job on the seventh floor, he meets
Maxine (Keener) who he immediately lusts after. He also discovers
a mysterious door in the wall of
his office. When he crawls into the
door, he finds himself inside the
brain of John Malkovich, the
quirky star of "In the Line of Fire"
and "Dangerous Liaisons." The
experience lasts for about 15 minutes before he is spit out onto the
New J ersey Turnpike. He and
Keener go into business selling
tickets to be John Malkovich.
Cusack, however, soon goes a little
crazy and takes over Malkovich's
body, acting as puppeteer.
This film is a wild and exciting
trip that should be enjoyable for
almost everyone. It is a hilarious
journey into what being John
Malkovich would be like. Director
Spike Jonze (who made the inventive music videos for the Beastie
"Sabotage," Weezer's
Boys
"Buddy Holly " and Fatboy Slim's
"Praise You") and first-time
screenwriter Charlie Kaufman

Written by Charlie Kaufman
Starring : J ohn Cusack , Cameron Diaz/
Catherine Keener and J ohn Malkovich
Ra t ed : R

Running time : 112 minutes

Review Grade :
A- ¦; ': ¦ ¦ ¦

also raise some interesting questions about self, personhood, and
perspective. With a terrific cameo
appearance by Charlie Sheen, this
movie keeps you laughing from

STAFF WRITER

Reba Frederics '00 labors nearly
every weekend so that the Colby
student body may be entertained,
yet few are knowledgeable of her
club's actions, or even the organizaStudent
The
tion's name.
Film
Club
Association
Government
is her employer, responsible for the
movies shown in Lovejoy 100 on
weekends. Yet, while many colleges
provide popular movies on weekends for free, SGA Films has always
charged a $2 admission fcv see the
likes of "Deep Blue Sea."
The club has been showing flicks
for longer than its nine members can
remember. The club, while not big
enough to have officers, includes
both regular projectionists and five
alternates. Frederics is mainly
responsible for the selection and
renting of films, as well as putting
up posters around campus. In addition, she often collects money and
rolls the films come showtime.
She first saw a sign advertising
an open position for a projectionist
last year, when four out of five
members of SGA Films graduated.
After calling the club and interviewing, Frederics was hired.
"You just had to be technically
proficient to get to the job," she
remembers. "Ifs great, you're getting paid to watch a movie."
While students appreciate seeing
the movies here and having some
kind of touchstone to the outside
world, some wonder why SGA
Films charges admission.
Frederics explained that the $2

MIRAMAX PICTURES

J ohn Cusack as Crai g in "B eing J ohn Malkovich. "
start to finish, more at the zany
antics of the characters and the
amusing story line. Particularly
funny is a scene in which you find
out what happens when John

Malkovich enters his own mind.
The result makes perfect sense,
but it is something that never
occurred to me. This movie definitely should not be missed.

Oatmeal stouts as having a "silkiness"
to them. What the hell that means, we
have no idea. And we're beer enthusiasts with the empties to prove it. What
this brew does pack is a heavy texture
and a rich flavor. Pour this in a glass and
watch the head you can give yourself try to do that without the beer.
There is a cool steam ship on the
front of the bottle, which makes us think
of gently rolling down the Mississippi
with Mark Twain. I'm sure he'd sip this
brew with us. But, as the wise author
once said, "I think a compliment ought
always to precede a complaint, where
one is possible, because it softens resentment and insures for the complaint a
courteous and gentle reception."
So without further ado, our complaint. It is a tad heavy,even for a stout.
It doesn't bring the distinctive bitterness
or sharp aftertaste associated with many
bottled stouts, but it does have body, So
much so that you can't chug this beer.
"I feel like I should like it," said
Meghann. "I mean, ifs oatmeal stout
and that sounds really cool."
She's right, actually. This is a pretty
cool beer. Recommended drinking
times: Monday night football, jazz concerts, pool halls, celebrating your
divorce. Ifs a good beer for a six pack.
Much more and you're going to have
one full stomach.
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a medieval college
with university privileges.
Summer and graduate study
Washington International
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214 Massachusetts Avenue, N.E.
Washington, D.C. 20002
Phone
Number: (202) 547-3275
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Free Telephone: (800) 323-W1SC
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Faclmlle: (202) 547-1470
E-mail: wlsc@erols.com
www.studvabroad.com/wl _c
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However, a lot of work takes
place between selecting the movies
to be shown and having thern wind
up on the screen before Colby's
eyes. This semester the club showed
five movies, beginning with the
popular pastry-sex film "American *
Pie." While the films' audiences
usually consist of 20 to 50 students,
the hilarious portrayal of a young
man's deflowering brought in
between 100 and 150. "Mystery
Men," the semester's last film, just
finished up this weekend. Frederics
. and her apprentice who will take
over next year are currently considering the features for next semester.
The dub is currenty considering _>
"Princess Mononoke" (a Japanese animated film), "The Messenger: •
The Story of Joan of Arc," "End of »
Days"
starring
Arnold *
Schwarzenegger, and "American ._ •
Beauty"
j

: Grand Central j :
:
Cafe |j i : .

u
"Yuek, yuck, yuck" and ayuh, ayuh, ayuh."

the yeast in." This isn't the best beer
around, but at $2.99 a sixer (Jokas), how
MEGHANN FOYE
can you go wrong? For the record, ifs
EDITORIAL STAFF
the original Curly on the label, suggesting this is the original, and not an imitaometimes, ihe beer you stock in tion.
your fridge can be a good repreWe're pretty sure there is a specific
Ssentation of your personality. Sam demographic being targeted here.
Adams - patriotic, sophisticated yet Panther Brewing Co. is one of the official
relaxed. Corona - fun loving with a hint sponsors of the Daytona 500. Picking up
of the exotic. Milwaukee's Best - cheap, this beer feels like an impulse buy. Ifs
tired, bitter.
not that great of a brew, but ifs a good
So, this week, we decided to review beer to drink in quantity. It has next to
two beers that reflected our personali- no taste and you can impress your
ties. McGovern's Oatmeal Stout, with its friends with the reference to one of the
rich, strong aroma and the Three greatest comedic trios ever, If only
Stooges Ale, which says it all in the they'd make a Three Amigos Beer, then
name
I'd be in heaven. I'm thinking the
But remember children, if you know singing bush and a great label with
anyone who drinks underage, call the Chevy Chase screaming "We will not
police immediately. It is for his own die like dogs. We will fight like lions!"
good. Give him a pack of dgarettes, Picture El Guapo on the box and Martin
which are legal so must be OK,
Short gunslinging with the German on
cases.
Wow, this beer gets better with just a
The Three Stooges Beer
little imagination.
Oh, ifs lemony," Meghann declared .
"Oops , it went up my nose."
McGovern 's Oatmeal Stout
That about sums it up. Drinking this
with Meghann, Ifeel like I'm gonna get
Brewed in the coastal Maine town of
poked in the eye... "Oh , a w iseguy, eh?" Belfast, McGovern's brought in the
If s not lemony, but it carries some Silver medal at the World Beer
real yeast. So much/ in fact, that the Championships.
Beer enthusiasts often refer to
beloved stooges claim that "We all put

¦

said.
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Beer Review

By MA_T APUZZO &

charge goes towards buying movies.
SGA Films has a budget of $4,000,
enough to buy eight movies for the
entire year. This means only four
films would be shown a semester.
"With those little $2 we have to
raise enough to buy six more movies s
(in order to have one each week- .
end)," Frederics said. And at $550 a
movie, that's a challenge. Plus,
funds are necessary to pay.not only .
for the films but for publicity ..
posters and shipping and handling, .,
which amounts to about $75 per ,
reel.
. ¦.,
"This semester we happened to
pick really good movies so now we .
have enough money to purchase a ,
lot of films next semester," Frederics T

By JENNIFER RADIL
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Mules t ramp le Polar Bears
Def ense blanks
b Bowdoin20-0 as Mules
'" hit on all cylinders f o r
third win.

1¥ :

By MATT APUZZO

(li EDITOR IN CHIEF

The seniors on* the Mule football team went
out with a bang Saturday. Playing in
Brunswick and wearing the blue and gray for
I, the last time, the gridiron veterans put on a
show for the more than 2000 fans and routed
Bowdoin 20-0.
Thomas Keblin '00 epitomized the senior
spirit and had a career day in his final game.
t.fe. The senior tailback made his way into the endzone three times and racked up 93 yards on the
^ ground.
, M "It was our last chance to play the game and
if - -

I think every senior contributed in their own
way," said quarterback Matt Smith '00. "Each
guy sold out for one last time. (Keblin) definitely made some great second efforts and
turned some losses into gains for us. Three or
four guys might have been in the backfield and
he'd push it up field."
Smith also had a career day. He completed
22 of 31 passes (71 percent) for 230 yards. In
fact, Smith nearly put the game even further
out of reach on two occasions. Going for the
endzone in the waning moments of the half, he
was picked off when his receiver was outjumped in the endzone. A Bowdoin defensive
back saved a second touchdown later in the
game, intercepting another pass at the 2-yard
line. But the veteran signal caller was as good
as he has ever been, finding seven different
receivers on the afternoon.
It didn't hurt that the Colby offensive front
gave him as much time as he needed in the
pocket.
"I got knocked down twice in the whole
game and after the game my jersey was pretty

much clean," said'' Smith. "Those five guys up
front did ain -unbelievable job."
The win represents the first shutout performance by a defense that was nationally ranked
last season. The Colby defensive front consistently pressured the Bowdoin offense and was
not confused by offensive sets that were constantly in flux and used two quarterbacks. But
more importantly, the victory was the best
example of what coach TomAustin calls "complementary football."
"Finally,we bought all the pieces of the puzzle together and played close to a flawless
game," said Smith.
The defense created opportunities for the
offense. The special teams played solid, and
the offense put points on the board. The recipe
for success could not be much simpler, but in
several of the team's close losses this season, it
came down to a few small miscues.
"You almost don't want to think about it
this way, but you take away seven or eight
plays in our season and we've got a pretty
good record."

DEVASTATOR
OF THE WEEK
Thomas Keblin

Keblin finished his Colby,football career in
impressive fashion, rushing for 93 yards and
three touchdowns to provide all the scoring in
the White Mules' 20-0 victory over Bowdoin
on Saturday. The game, the tailback's best
scoring performance ever, brings the senior's
season total to seven touchdowns.

JENNY O'DONELL / THE COLBY ECHO

» Cross country runs at New England Championships
By SUZANNE SKINNER

place finish. Every member of the
team contributed to the team's success. With a time of 17:32, Toland
ran
the third fastest time ever run at
Running with only one shoe for
Colby.
Along witHToland, five other
the last two minutes of the race, the
runners
ran personal bests. As a
Women's Cross-Country Captain
* Sarah Toland '00 placed third in the team, the women were pleased with
Division Three beating Brandeis University, which
New England
^
Championships. . Her teammate is ranked fourteenth in the country.
''Maria Mensching '02, who placed Both Toland and Mensching are
sixteenth, will be joining her in the excited about the upcoming nationNCAA Championships on Saturday als. Toland cannot predict how she
November 20. Along with Toland will place. "I'm not really aware of
and Mensching's personal triumphs, the field," says Toland. She continthe Women's cross-country team did ues, "there are about two hundred
. well, placing fifth. Although the people from all D-3 schools, but
men did not do as well as the hopefully both of us can PR." This
?• women, the men placed nineteenth, meet was characteristic of the
making this one of their most suc- Women's season/ which has been
cessful meets of the season and top very successful, Toland believes that
runner Brendan Gavin '02 ran a per- the team should continue this suc^ sonal best.
cess next year.
Unlike the Women's CrossThe Women's Cross-Country
team had hoped to place third in the Country season, the men have had
meet so that the entire team would an inconsistent season. "[The season] was really problematic. We had
% have qualified for Nationals.
Although they did not achieve this races, where we lacked the mental
k- eoal, thev are pleased with the fifth focus and the physical wherewithal
ASST. BUSINESS MANAGER

to get the job done." says Nick
Gaubinger '02, who along with the women 's
Gavin will captain the Cross Cross-Countr y
Country team next year. Keith
_erry '02 agrees saying, "I think on team had hoped to
a whole the season was trying." But plac e third in the
in the end, the men proved they
could come together and run a good meet so that the
race. Next year's Captains both ran
entir e team would
well. Finishing sixty-sixth, with a
time of 26:28, Garry beat his previ- have qualified for
ous personal best by eighteen seconds. He "felt it was [the team's] Nationals.
best race of the year." "It was defi- Althou gh the y did
nitely a nice way to end the season,"
agrees Gaubinger. He continues, "it not achieve this
was good because we closed out goal , the y are
feeling optimistic about next year."
"This season certainly ended on a pleased with the
high note as we peaked for the big fifth place fini sh.
meets as expected; in particular
Brendan Gavin, Nick Gaubinger, to the talent of Colby's sprinters and
and Christopher Cogbill '02 had middle distance men, the men's
really good races at New Englands." track team should have a good seasaid Captain Tim Foley '00. Most of son. He also believes that the "the
the men on the Cross Country team distance team is going to come into
will run both winter and spring its own, trying to make a good team
track. According to Gaubinger, due even better."

IT'S ONLY A MATTER OF TIME!
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Senior Erin Cole-Karagory looks for ward to a strong season.

Women ? s hoops
eyeing success
BY BEN STICKNEY
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Just before tip-off, one former
Lady White Mule screamed ferociously, "Let's kick some ass!"
putting fear into this reporter. Was
this to be battle to the death basketball or simply a friendly alumnae
game? As it turned out, the latter
was true.
Recent graduates were back in
Wadsworth Gym to play the current Lady White Mules in the annual contest. The men had their alumni game last week. Now it was the
women's turn to play a fun, nopressure game against some of
their former teammates.
One of the recent graduates on
the court was Joy Pelletier '97.
When asked to comment on the
current team she exclaimed,
"They're awesome. They are
strong, big, athletic." Then she
paused and added, "They're better
th an we ever were!"
The team does have high hopes
for this year. For the past two seasons, Colby has been selected for
the ECAC tournament and last
year brought home the runners-up
trophy. There is a strong core of
returning players, along with many
skilled freshmen, adding to the mix.
The team will rely heavily on
senior leadership of Jenn Freese,
Erin Cole-Karagory, and Jen
McGonagle. The Mules will also
look to Kim Condon '01 for offensive firepower.
Last year, Cole-Karagory was
named to the NESCAC All
Defensive Team. Condon was also
named to the second All NESCAC
team and was selected as a third
team All MWBCA.
The Mules will be without last
year's leading scorer and rebounder Mandy Cochrane until she
returns from Italy. Cochrane (290
points, 161 rebounds) will be on the
court for tlie spring semester.
Until then, Cole-Karagory (283
points, 111 rebounds) and Condon
(15.6 points per game) will be

looked to for the offensive firepower. Freese serves up the assists,
racking up a team-high 125 last
season.
The squad will be missing center Suzanne Heon '00, who, after
four knee surgeries, has taken to
the bench in a supporting role.
Heon brought'size and scoring to
the paint, so the squad will be looking to find someone to fill her shoes
under the net.
The Mules can still score from
outside, however. McGonagle
drained 25 shots from beyond the
3-point arc, and Condon added 24
more from downtown. ColeKaragory can also drain from long
distance, hitting 18 shots last season.
Under O'Brien's direction, the
Colby Mules have experienced a
complete turnaround. The team
improved from 7-17 in '95-'96 to a
spectacular 19-7 record in the '96'97 season to an 18-9 record and
runners up in the ECAC
Championship in '97-'98.
This is the season for which
O'Brien has been building. The
senior class represents the
strongest recruiting class ever, and
the juniors on the team are proven
scorers. In fact, all but three players
on the roster averaged double digit
scoring in 1998.
As for the alumni game, the current players made it clear who got
game. The score was so uneven
after the first half the scoreboard
was reset.
The season starts next week
with the Tip Off Tournament, held
at Colby.

Woodsmen compete at UNH
lumberj ack competition
From team reports
Colby's men's an d women's
Wood smen's Teams traveled to
University of New Hampshire this
past weekend to take part in their

-third lumberjack competition this fall .

Events ranged from splitting firewood
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and cross-cut sawing to axe throwing
and chalrisaw sharpening. The
Woodsmen faired well displaying the
ski lls they have practiced under the
guidance of coach David Smith.
Nick Dialer '01 took first place for
the men's team in the underhand hard
hit competition. Bizier won the event
by using Ihe least number of hit. (12),
thus demonstrating hlu strength and
accuracy in chopping an 8x8 inch log
lying horizontally beneath his feet,
Tho men's team came in fifth out of
eight teams from; University of Mew
Hampshire, University of Maine

Orono, Dar tmou th College, and Uni ty
'' ''
,College.
Women's captain Nelia Dwyer '00
also took first place in the underhand
hard hit in the woriieh's division, beating teams from Unity and Dartmouth.
Dwyer and freshman Madeleine
Mineau also took first place in the
underhand chopping speed race,
Dwyer and Mineau chopped two 8x8
logo in 1 minute 17 seconds. Knrli
Joffe '01 won the chalnsow event In
which she had half on hour to sharpen
a,<iull clijpln and then test her sharpening flails by ir-iiking pne cut with the
saw on a 17''; round log, This was
in
Ja^'a flret m<Mjt. The womep came
"
.second' pvitp f -three .teams,' r ,!, .
tlio %Jpdsrnon .iyill r con^inue to
practice th*h>v»g|hotit!the winter as ihoy
preparejfo^*mfai|!it» at^<^lir4r^januaiy
and m\''(^t^^'
, ; Colby's
, :Vi^wy
,
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Presenting the 1999 All-Fall Mule Pack

Jaime Cassidy '00, Field Hockey

This season the field hockey team beat
jy
Wellesley
3-2 to make it to the second round oi
I'J
a the ECAC Ch ampionship for the first time ever.
ii Midfielder Jaime Cassidy from Warwick,
m Rhode Island was the team's biggest impact
0 player. She scored one goal and seven assists
if this season. She started every game and had 33
H shots on the year.
II

Robynne DeCaprio '00 Field Hockey

$

Cap tain Robynne DeCaprio, a forward from
&1 Chelmsfield, Massachusetts was the team's
leading scorer with 8 goals and 3 assists. She is
j the eleventh highest goal-scorer in the
NESCAC. She started every game and had 37
j shots on the year.
Xt

the football

team.

59

Brendan McGillick '01, Football

Total 2nd! quarter

McGillick led the Mules in sacks in 1999,
IjI getting to the opposing quarterback eight times
I during the season. He also led the team in tack|les for losses, pushing the offense back a total
|of 52 yards on 14 tackles.
1
He was third on the team in total tackles
with 35, including an eight-tackle performance
against Bowdoin in the final game. McGillick
will return to anchor the defense next season.
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S From back left: Stephanie Zegras , Maria Mensching,Jaime Cassid y ,Britt Palmedo, Missy Fiebelkorn,
m Fromfront left: Brendan McGillick, Sarah Toland, Robynne DeCaprio, Brendan Gavin, J aime hue,J ay Freedman, Owen Patrick. (Not pictured Christine O'Donnell)
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2,723 assists, a school record. She also holds the
school record for assists in four-game and fivegame matches, and per season, as ,well as aces
per game with 4, and aces per five-game match
with 6.
This year she had 8.4 assists per game, 2.3
digs per game, and 0.6 aces per game. Her
coach describes her as, "abs olutely impossible
to re place."

goals, three of which were game-winners. He
start ed ten of f ourteen games and also h ad
one assist.
Maria Mensching '02, Cross Country

Maria Mensching from Newburyport,
Massachusetts was the number two runner
all season. At the All New England match,
Mensching improved her ranking from 78th
, to 33rd in a single year.
Jay Freedman '01, Soccer
She placed 3rd in All State , 13th in All
Jay Freedman from Sudbury, Massachusetts NESCAC and 16th at NCAA All New
was a vital defensive player for Colby, and has England Division III with a personal-best
time of 18:17 which qualified her for nationbeen a two year starter at marking back.
"His study of shutting down their best als.
offensive player was something he excelled
at,," said captain Eric Saucier. "Thaf s what *we
Christine O'Donnell '03, Soccer
did. We stuck him on their best player.,"'
"He was leader on team even though he was
First-year Christine O'Donnell from
a junior," Saucier said.
Salem, Massachusetts was moved up from
the J.V. team to substitute for an injured player. She went on to break the team scoring
record and led the NESCAC (New Engla n d
Brendan Gavin '01, Cross Country
Small College Athletic Conference) in the regBrendan
Gavin
from : Norwood, ular season with 13 goals. She joins the 2ndMassachusetts was the number one runner Team All NESCAC
throughout the season. His best race was a
Britt Falmedo '03/ Tennis
27th-place finish in the ECAC Championship.'
"He . an extremely hard worker/' said coach
Jim Wescott. "He put in a great summer, and
Singles Player Britt Palmedo from Sun
has a lot of potential going into his senior year Valley,Idaho posted an overall record of 10-3
to make it into the fore of New England cross this fall season at the number 1position. She
country."
made it to the semi-finals of the ITA regional
tournament as the #5 seed and to the second
round of the New England Women's
Jamie Lue '03, Soccer
Intercollegiate tennis Tournament.
Palmedo did hot lose a single set until the
Midfielder Jamie Lue from Kingston,
Jamaica was the team's leading scorer with five second-to-last game of the year. She also

Receiving
Missy Fiebelkorn '00, Volleyball
I
yards by
¦ Dan Noyes 1 Missy Fiebelkorn from Minnetonka, Minn.
holds a remarkable number of records for
|'02, makin g 1
Colby volleyball. She has made 189 service
|
him
the
\
H aces, 75 kills, 758 digs, and a career total of
B_l!_X_f^^
IfllfflW
leadin g
; non-senior
{ receiver in
the
\ NESCAC.
By MATT APUZZO

scored a huge upset victory over nationallyranked Mealina Nakamura of M.I.T.
Owen Patrick "01, Tennis
Th e Men 's Tennis Team got into the
Middlebury Invitational Tournament for the
first time this year, and Singles Player Owen
Patrick reached the semi-finals. He along
with partner John McMani gal '03 reached the
finals of the number one doubles fligh t at the
Bates Invitational Tournament.

Sarah Toland '00, Cross Country
The Women's Cross Country team placed
5th in the New England Division III
Championship,
upsetting
Brandeis
University, currentl y ranked 14th in the
country.
Captain Sarah Toland from East Orleans,
Massachusetts was Colby's lead runner all
season. She p la ced 2nd in All Stat e, 3rd in All
NESCAC , and 22nd in Division 1 New
England, She also placed an amazing third at
the NCAA All NE Div III, with the secondfastest time ever run at Colby in cross-country (17:32), which qualified her for Nationals.
Stephanie Zegras '00, Soccer
Midfielder Stephanie Zegras from
Bedford . New York has been a four-year
starter and team captain. She was selected to
the New England Senior All-star game, and
scored the winning goal against Bates. She
also joins the 2nd-Team AH NESCAC.
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Wins send rugb y back to nationals
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EDITOR IN CHIEF

Despite playing without some key athletes, the men's rugby
team will return to national competition this spring after
sweeping both games in the New England tournament this
weekend, Thejwins send the squad back to the country's top
tournament foi; the second consecutive year, b
The White Mules jumped on top of Oneonta College early
In the gatne and kept the pressure pn, winning 34-17, In the
second matchup, the squad battled to a 20-10 win against
Central Connecticut.: ! .' ¦¦;' ' ,'¦ ¦' . ¦. ¦ '' ..: ¦;'¦ v' ' ' t' , ' "'
'02 andj
Pitying Wl^
Wilnyo^
¦Mlkc
.Oneont a, ;,The;i . tltree ,\ key players ^yere, still suffering from
inj uries 8ustnii>e^ in the regional tptMr»j**,ment- But thic squad
got great replacement play In botli games from Jainea Mason
'00, Ben Heneveld '00, Brein Hlester '00 and J.J.Abodeely '01,
the people who
''We have'such great
^
'
stepped up "iy-jw perfectly 'cixpBible, HnS'trjip^e' jrenll^ waflryt-tp'6
much to worry about," said Corbin Brace '00, who also missed

'
' ' 7/b ' b-b i^^^

pete did the White Mules get their chance at a national title.
Ward said it was satisfying to do it the right way this year,
"It definitely feels better," he said, "We heard other teams
tailing during the first game. Everyone thought we were
going to get killed by Central,
"It feels really good to show everybody. And we lost a lot of
players to graduation last . year. To come back and do even better says a lot."
John Brownell '02 scored the first try early on In the game
against Central Connecticut. He scored on a "grubbie" —1 kicking it past the Central defenders and recovering it in the try
. , .- .* ¦ •; ¦;;; • ., - . -• » .- -¦• ,¦ ' ¦• •• > .;., ,v : ( .. ¦'- . j s¦; vf'^ ;<l; 'i.;i;* ,V- . .¦/¦ ¦"> ¦ *¦ Y * ' ¦ ¦ y:' : " '" x y : ¦ .* •.
v
zone ifor the quick score.
,
the Central Connecticut game With a shoulder injury.
Geoff Starr "00, Ward and Armnn Gokgol-Kline '00 added
; >'It got to the ppihtiWhiiM I really cbiildn't see us losing to
' ^^oi^/'^fl_4 %iiru^'? \^t-9.^0j^K<ftV|^^jp^;..ij* y|io-I Inifheri with three tries the remaining points, overwhelming a team Ward said was
l
much bigger than Colby.,
on fh-a weeke^
Rumor has it a different tournament structure this spring
'
a' !:,;. ,
pl y ed^llysfr^
y-v The Mules retuirito the pinnacle of rugby competition after cpuld mean the Mu les host the fi rst roun d of nationals here on
sneaking in : last yopr when Yale withdrew, The Mules won Mayflower Hill;
the Mules qualified for New Englands two weeks ago at
only one of hyb games 4»t this tournament last season and
fin*
;;
Colby
a 78-9 victory over LaMoyne College to clinch their
_?hcd!&foeWeri^^
: f " ' secondwith
consecutive
regional title,
7
Only after the Ivy teague povsr-irnpuiedecided not to com¦
¦ ¦
¦ y
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